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Pit employees become owners
Waller sells 100 percent of stock through ESOP

By RICARDO ALONSO-ZALDIVAR
Associated Press

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

WASHINGTON IAPI — With website woes ongoing. the
Obama administration Monday granted a six-week extension
until March 31 for Americans to sign up for coverage next year
and avoid new tax penalties under the president's health care
overhaul law.
The move had been expected since White House spokesman
Jay Carney promised quick action last week to resolve a "disconnect" in the implementation of the law.
It comes as technical problems continue to trouble the website
designed as the main enrollment portal for people who don't get
•
health care at work.
As a consequence. Republican law maker:. and some
Democrats as well, are calling for a one-year delay in the penal
ties most Americans will face starting next year if they remain
uninsured. Monday's action by the administratim stops well

Paschall Truck Lines Inc.
President and CEO Randall A.
Waller announced Tuesday
night that he is selling 100 percent of his stock in the company to the company's employees.
Waller made his announcement in front of employees and
officials with the Murray-based ,
company at a packed Curris
Center Ballroom on the Murray
State University campus.
"This has solved several
problems," Waller said, noting
that the move helps satisfy an
"exit plan" for the leadership
portion of his time with the
company he purchased from
L.W. Paschall nearly 40 years
ago. Paschall's wife, Mary
Frank, was in attendance, along
with his daughter, Janice Nix.
who both reside in Murray.
"In talking with other companies, one of the main things
they wanted to do was do away

•See Page 5A

MCCH Finance Committee
hears September report
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
After pi ,sitive reports tout of the past five months, the MurrayCallow a y County Hospital Board- of 'trustees Finance
Committee learned 'lluesday that the September report on financial progress would not he showing "pn Tress Instead the
numbers showed ihivi minus in several areas.
"I guess you could say we had kind of a year end whammy that
K !no:, Darnell.
hit us.- said Finance Committoe
remarking how the SepteMber report closed the hooks on fiscal
year/2013. "But that's what we had and we'll haxe to live with
.I)ne of the areas that drew oiii,iderahle attention was operating margin. where MCCII having made a strong comeback in
the past two months - reported a slip. MCCII finished September
with an operating margin of •12 IH percent. after record* a
4 26 percent in August.
Controller Gail Arnold ..aid se'. eral unexpected circumstimLes
contributed to the Seinciii6er numbers. including an increase in
purchase services, where sc‘eral instances caused MCCH to lose
5350000.
Arm ild said the toispital had to pay approximately S623.0000
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Daily hrecast
The National Weather Service
Wednesday: Partly sunny.
with a high near 76 South
southwest wind / to 11 mph,
with gusts as high as 18 mph
Wednesday Night: A 50
percent chance of showers

Murray

and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 62.
South wind 6 to 11 mph
Thursday: Showers and
possibly a thunderstorm. High
near 69. South wind around 14
mph with gusts as high as 21
-mph Chance of precipitation is
80 percent.
Thursday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms
Partly cloudy, with a low
around 52 West wind 5 to 10
mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 68 West wind 5 to 8
mph
Friday Night: Mostly clear
with a low around 45. West
northwest wind 5 to 7 mph
Saturday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 61
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JOHN WRIGHT I Ledger 8, Times
Randall A Waller, president and CEO of Paschall Truck Lines Inc.. right, is shown with Janice
Nix, left, and Mary Frank Paschall Tuesday night after he announced he had sold 100 percent
of his stock to the employees of PTL. Paschall is the wife of L.W:Pischall; original founder of
the Murray-based business, while Nix is Paschall's daughter.

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

Sports

HAWKINS TEAGUE Ledger 8, Times
The Murray City Council voted last Thursday to purchase this
piece of land near the corner of Squire and Robertson roads.
Pictured is the view of the property from Robertson Road.

With last week's decision by
the Murray City Council to purchase a piece of property at the
corner of Squire and Robertson
Eric
Chief
roads, Fire
Pologruto's goal of reducing the
department's response time to
the southwest part of town is
another step closer to reality.
The council voted to pay
S50.000 plus ancillary costs for
the property last Thursday after
meeting in executive session to
discuss the final negotiations.
The city's finance director. Alan
ranier. said the land is approximately 2.2 acres. although that

is not official because it has not
yet been surveyed.
The land is intended for a new
southwest fire station that
would be built after another station is built on the north side
next to Woodcrafters Gallery
and a larger public safety facility is built on 16th Street next to
the current location of Station 2.
The fire department will be able
to reduce its response time to
within four minutes on the
southwest part of Murray once
the last station is completed.
Pologruto said.
"The fact that we did get a

III See Page 5A

Murray Main Street holds annual event
By EDWARD MARLOWE'
Staff Writer
A cool draft rolled through the
Higgins House 1uesday night during the Murray Main Street annual
dinner - a perfect setting for stories told by Murray State
Bob
professor
Unisersity
Valentine.
Chosen as the entertainment for
the evening. Valentine was surrounded by the Murray Main
Street board of directors. volunteers and supporters. who came
not only to hear a tale, but also to
listen to MMS Manager Deana.
Wright and MMS President Lisa
Shoemaker briefly recap the year
for the program.
Shoemaker revealed the new
slate of officers for MMS in 2014
Accepted unanimously to their
new positions were President

SA
8A,9A

•See Page 2A

City to purchase fire station property

See Page 2A
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EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
Pictured standing, Bob Valentine, storyteller extraordinaire and professor at Murray State
University. captivated a small audience Tuesday night in the Higgins House during the
Murray Main Street annual dinner.
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Days cash on hand also went
from 99 to 103 for September,
but length of stay for acute cases
From Front
rules involved to the process.
From Front
went from an average of 3.7
"That process takes about an
in cost report settlements for days in August to 4.4 in
with the corporate headquarters
go
to
though,
-half,
hour-and-a
cases involving Medicare and September, realizing a fear that
in Murray, Kentucky," Waller
through. I'm not going to give
Medicaid. Already mired in a
said. "That was not an option.
has gone through the board the
that to you tonight. We've got a
major
deficit of reimbursement
"I'm an employee now. lye
you
past year.
lot of advisors involved and
money from Medicaid Managed
got a long-term contract with will get to know them over
"With costs the way they are.
in
Care
Organizations
the idea being to build growth
time. This is not a sprint. It's a
are going to wait as long
people
Kentucky, the situation did not
and build equity for the employmarathon.
as
can before they go to a
they
sit well with those in attenees in this room and their fami"With this, though, we don't
office or to us," Darnell
doctor's
Darnell.
particularly
dance,
lies."
have a better way to keep comassociestablishments
"Now,
"That
said.
means people are
Waller's stock sale is made panies in our communities than
takare
entities
those
with
ated
when they get
sicker
be
to
going
possible through what is known
this. All I have to say to tell you
ing money awn from us that we here, and they are going to have
as an Employment Stock
about how different this is are
said. to stay here longer."
he
had,"
Ownership Plan, a method sev- two words that you know well already
way
the
thinks
that
"Anybody
*4*
eral companies have undertaken
here ... 'Fisher Price."
Medicare and Medicaid are
the past several years. Sandra
MCCH Vice President for
Moss was referring to the
being run is working well needs
Robbins,an accounts receivable
Resources John Wilson
Human
Fisher Price (later Mattel) plant
to come here ... to Ground Zero
collector at PTL,said employee
ray of positive news
a
shared
that was in Murray for several
and see exactly what's going
ownership was the last thing she
years before closing in the
Personnel Committee
the
during
on!"
was expecting to hear transpire
1990s. Under ESOP, the
that followed the
meeting
in
volumes
MCCH's
when she went to the Curris
chances increase to keep a com- September were mostly down. Finance Committee gathering.
Center Tuesday.
pany in its present location.
Total patient days was 222 His safety, report showed that
"We heard that something was
"The people who can have the
below budget, while laboratory MCCH and Spring Creek
going to happen on Thursday
with this is you, as
effect
most
procedures finished nearly Healthcare Center have both
but nobody knew what it was.
employees," said attorney Steve
3,000 under budget, it was made impressive strides in the
Really, a lot of us thought it
Indianapolis. Ind., reported.
might have to do with Smith of
past year in areas of employee
numerous ESOP
handles
who
However, positive news
'Undercover Boss,— Robbins
man, showed up in the form of new- safety.
special
a
takes
"It
cases.
said, referring to the popular
Injuries dropped 17 percent
born days(17 above budget), XCBS reality show show in though, to want the employees
65 to 54, the lowest,
ownof
from
majority
The
it.
own
to
in-patient
and
above)
(109
rays
which the head of a company
companies
their
sell
to
want
said, since 2005. In
ers
above).
Wilson
(21
surgeries
disguises himself as an employEndoscopy, a strength all year, addition, incidents went from an
ee and sees the everyday opera- and that leads to lots of uncercontinued that trend, finishing average of 4.9 in 2012 at
tions of that company from the tainty and problems."
1,384
has
currently
PTL
ahead of budget with 414 MCCH to 4.7 in 2013, while
46
employees' perspective.
procedures in September.
"I was expecting nothing like employees between its facilities
Spring Creek saw a drop from
The operating statistics were
this! I'm ecstatic. I'm so excited in Murray, Franklin. Tenn.,
14.8 to 12.4.
Ark., also up and down. Percent of
Memphis,
because this creates so many West
compensation
Workman's
Indianapolis, El Paso, Texas, business from charity rose from
opportunities."
MCCH about
costing
cases —
Alex Moss,an ESOP commu- Brownsville. Texas and Laredo, 7.64 percent in August to 10.64
— finished at
2005
in
in September, while bad debt $454,000
from Texas. Waller said in his first
nication
consultant
2013, dropin
Philadelphia, Pa., told the year since purchasing the com- continued to drop, from 2.94 to about $110,100
in 2012.
$176,900
the
from
ping
.84.
crowd that this maneuver puts pany from L.W. Paschall,
mil$1
about
amassed
company
them in position to at least have
a better opportunity at achiev- lion. He said Tuesday that the
ing a worthwhile retirement company had generated $221
million.
fund.
In addition, Tuesday's event
"You're going to have to work
Report
for it, though," Moss advised; was aired on a company-wide Staff
Tenn., man has been charged with driving under
Huntingdon,
A
noting that there are a lot of webcast from the Curris Center.
leaving the scene of an accident following a
and
the influence
Saturday wreck.
Sgt. David Howe. public affairs officer for the Murray Police
Department,stated in a report that Vincent Cole,22,of Huntingdon,
Tenn., and passenger Bethany Cole, 23, also of Huntingdon. Tenn.,
were in a 2000 Chevrolet S10 at a stop sign on PR-I209 facing west
in front of The Keg Restaurant at the time of the accident.
Gavin Wallace,22.of Murray, was northbound on 16th Street in a
Hair & Nails
2005 Chevrolet Tahoe when the Chevrolet SIO reportedly turned
into 16th Street and was struck by the Tahoe.
0/ESE ro frs smici Murray police were was assisted by the Murray-Calloway County
WEICOMES
EMS at the scene.
t 1LL -FOR I \ WPM \ MEAT!
Individuals facing charges are presumed innocent until proven
753-CREW (2739)
1206 Johnson Blvd.
guility
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News in Brief
Two cases of influenza reported

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — State officials say two cases of
influenza have turned up in Kentucky.
The Kentucky Department for Public Health will report the
results to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
The state agency says that's considered "sporadic." or the lowest
level of flu activity.
The cases were from Henderson and Jefferson counties.
Flu vaccinations take a couple of weeks before a person develops immunity to the disease, so officials are encouraging people
to get vaccinated as soon as their health provider has vaccine
available. They recommend vaccinations for anyone older than 6
months.
Officials also advise washing your hands frequently, covering
your mouth when coughing or sneezing, and staying home when
you're sick.

Child dies in fire in south-central Ky.

BOWLING GREEN,Ky.(AP) — Police say a child has died
after a home caught fire in south-central Kentucky,
State police told WBKO-TV that several fire departments
responded to the blaze early Tuesday at a home in Bowling
Green.
Police said a small child died in the fire. The investigation is
continuing.
No other information was immediately available.

Former TB hospital attracts ghost hunters

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A Kentucky hospital that was once
the last stop for thousands of tuberculosis patients is now a destination for ghost hunters who'insist the massive building is haunted.
The Waverly Hills Sanatorium was home to thousands of sickly
patients from the time it opened in the 1920s to its closing in
1961.
The building is full of creaky doors,decaying rooms and an
underground tunnel that was used to hautaway the dead.
Owner Charlie Mattingly says paranormal enthusiasts come
from around the world to tour or even spend the night inside the
drafty old building. He says many who visited report spooky
encounters.
The Louisville site has been featured on seveial ghost- and
Halloween-themed television shows and is well-known nationwide.

Ton of unwanted drugs collected
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — An anti-drug organization has collected a ton of unwanted prescription drugs using drop boxes.
Operation UNITE collected the medications in 34 counties last
weekend as part of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration's
National Prescription Drug Take-Back Day. The initiative provides people a way to dispose of prescription drugs in a safe and
responsible way.
Operation UNITE President Dan Smoot said getting the medications out of medicine cabinets reduces the potential for abuse.
Kentucky has been dealing with widespread prescription abuse.
The state has one of the highest prescription drug overdose rates
in the nation.
Health officials discourage flushing medications down the toilet.
Collecting pills helps to guard against potentially harmful effects
from antibiotics, hormones, painkillers and other drugs getting
into the water supply.

Arrest made in massive smart phone heist

November is NATIONAL HOSPICE MONTH
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Beshear, Rogers announce initiative
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HAZARD, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky political leaders have rolled
out another initiative intended to find ways to bolster the economy in Appalachia.
Gov. Steve Beshear and U.S. Rep. Hal Rogers held a joint press
conference in Hazard on Monday to unveil the latest effort, which
they dubbed SOAR,Shaping Our Appalachian Region.
Beshear said the economic woes of recent,years have hurt
Appalachia and intensified the hardships of families in the mountain region. He and Rogers have scheduled a summit of public
and private sector leaders to find solutions to problems the region
faces.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky authorities have made an
arrest in the theft of(trailer loaded with more than $12 million
worth of smart phones.
The trailer filled with boxes of LG smart phones was found in
Louisville after police say it was stolen in Gary, Ind.
Kentucky State Police said Monday that Juan Perez Gonzalez of
Louisville was arrested on charges of receiving stolen property
over $10.000. theft by unlawful taking over $1 million and leaving the scene of an accident. Online court records did not indicate
whether he had a lawyer.
KSP spokesman Sgt. Rick Saint-Blancard says authorities are
trying to determine if others were involved.
He says investigators also are trying to determine what the
thieves planned to do with the phones.
The FBI is assisting local and state officials in the case.
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Gregory, Easley & Ernstberl.,T,er
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Annual Trail of Treats
moves to CFSB Center
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Wnter
Murray-Calloway
County
Parks
&
Recreation
Superintendent Tab Brockman
said Tuesday that the annual
Trail of Treats Halloween event •
set for Thursday is being relocated.
With
poor
weather conditions
now
being predicted for the times
for which the
event is scheduled - 5-8 p.m.
Brockman
said the deciBrockman sion was made
to move the
event indoors from MurrayCalloway County Central Park
to the CFSB Center on the
Murray State University campus. Times will remain the
same.
"Looking at the forecast, this
is just being seen as a bad
weather day," Brockman said,
adding that the quick response
from MSU officials made the
change possible.
"I want to extend a huge word
of thanks to Shelley Todd
(CFSB Center facilities director) and her staff, along with
(MSU basketball coaches), Rob
Cross and Steve Prohm for

working with us without hesitation to let this event happen
there. We called them up and
they said, 'We'll make it happen,' and, with that kind of
cooperation, it makes our community very special. We're
blessed to have a place that
large that we can move this to."
Brockman said arrangements
have already been made for
Murray Calloway Transit
Authority to provide shuttle
service Thursday. This will be
similar to the format MCTA
offers for football and basketball games at MSU. Parking
will be in the lot of Roy Stewart
Stadium.
"Being able to make this call
so early makes this much easier
for us," said Brockman, focusing on vendor booths manned
by many groups and organizations from the community
"This allows us to get them
organized much quicker so they
will have an easier. time setting
up. Also, I've kind of thought
that the forecast of rain might
drive our numbers down (3,000
people attended last year at
Central Park). Now, with this
kind of forecast, folks may not
want to go through their own
neighborhoods and may come
to the CFSB Center. We may
have an even bigger event,
now."

DAVID DOWDY Calloway County Schools

SOUTHWEST ELEMENTARY WATCH DOGS: Dad's and Kids Pizza night recently kicked off the innovative new fatherinvolvement program called WATCH D.O.G.S. (Dads Of Great Students) at Southwest Calloway Elementary school. After
the meal, the Dads watched a video, received school volunteer training and filled out their forms while the students enjoyed
games and activities in the school cafeteria. Attendance was estimated at 200 fathers. father-figures and children

LOOK WHO'S JOINED
THE REVOLUTION.
At Independence Bank, we know our customers are the heart of our communities. That's why
we put our customers first. It's all part ofour revolutionary approach to banking, and it's
an approach that starts with our employees. That's why we hire people like Ashley Heath.
Joining us 25 a Customer Service Representative in Murray, Ashley has over 12 years of
banking experience. Married with four children, she understands the importance of personal
relationships and is excited to be a pan of the banking revolution at Independence Bank.
We can't wait for you to become a part of it, too.
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board during the monthly meeting in January.
Keith Travis, Vice President
The event would not have
Warren Hopkins, Secretary even taken place at the Higgins
Jamie Penner, Treasurer Phil House, however, without spendMoore,Economic Restructuring ing the past year purchasing and
Shoemaker, cleaning the property - a point
Lisa
Chair
Organizational Chair Asia Wright made by thanking everyBurnett, Design Chair Jason one for the "countless hours" of
Pittman and Promotions Chair service and preparation of the
Mark Welch.
building.
Wright recounted two short
Talking of next year, Wright
narratives involving people who said the Downtown Saturday
provided "tremendous" support Market and further renovation
to the program, naming new- to the Higgins House will be top
comers Jamie Penner and Kate priorities for MMS, as well as
Reeves "Volunteers of the increased membership and the
Year." Both Penner and Reeves trend of a strong publication.
were accepted to the MMS
From Front
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with $5.00
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Excludes some rtems.
See store for details,
Sale good while supplies last

Ceramic Heater
nov • 1500 Watt

TPI Dual Heat Fan
Forced Heater

Monessen
Gas Logs

Well House
Heaters

Propane Heater

Reg. $58.99
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1304 Chestnut Street, Suite E• 270-759-1776
Monday-Friday,8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.; Closed Saturday

SUPPLY COMPANY,INC.
Your Northam,. Eloctricol and Plumbing Proisos4onals for Over SS Years!

SPECIAL
BLOWOUT:
42" Vanity
with Top
Reg. $1.120.00

NOW

S59900

200-206 E. Main • Murray, KY

270-753-3361
Hrs: M-F 7- S p.M. Sat. 7-4 p.m.
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On drones,Egypt,Paul makes foreign policy mark MSU student owner of
By BRADLEY KLAPPER
The Associated Press. Still, he of Obama's drone attacks on
Associated Press
suggested his proximity to vot- U.S. terrorism targets overseas
WASHINGTON (AP) —
ers gives him a better under- — including the deaths of four
Henry Clay. Henry Cabot standing of what Americans are American citizens. The filiLodge. Robert Taft. William looking for fight now in their buster helped spark a nationFulbright. Jesse Helms.
wide conversation. Two months
government's foreign policy.
Is Rand Paul the next genera"I think people are always later. Obama revamped his
tion-defining
senator
on ahead of their legislature, maybe drone policy to set tougher stanAmerican foreign policy?
10 years or so," he said. "Let's dards for when the U.S. can tarIn just half a term, the say you're elected for the first get and kill al-Qaida or other
Kentucky Republican has shak- time in 1978. That is still who is terrorists who pose "a continuen up Congress and in some electing you every time, the ing, imminent threat" to
ways the country with his brand people who elected you then, Americans.
of libertarian populism, filibus- because you perceive that as
Syria was a similar case. After
tering
Barack that was your big hard race and a large-scale chemical weapons
President
Obama's CIA director earlier you won. And you still perceive attack in August killed hundreds
this year and leading the fight you're representing those people outside Damascus, Obama
against authorizing U.S. mili- from 1978. ... But you're not asked Congress to approve a
tary action in Syria.
really familiar with the wants limited U.S. military intervenEven in some of his defeats, and desires of 2013, because tion against Syrian President
Paul has been vindicated. The you still represent then."
Bashar Assad's government.
For a freshman senator with
Obama administration's deciPaul rejected the administrasion this month to suspend presidential ambitions, Paul has tion's case that intervening was
much of its $1.5 billion annual racked up an impressive list of in America's national interest.
assistance package to Egypt is a public relations coups despite He lost as the Senate Foreign
course Paul unsuccessfully few legislative victories.
Relations Committee voted 10-7
His 13-hour filibuster failed to in favor of authorization, but
championed only 10 weeks earprevent John Brennan's confir- ultimately won the argument as
lier.
"It's presumptuous to say mation to lead the CIA in public opposition and skittishyou're driving the debate," Paul March, but it shined a light on ness among members of both
said in a recent interview with some of the unsavory elements parties in Congress prompted
Obama to drop his effort and
Like us on
seek a diplomatic solution.
Egypt represents perhaps the
most dramatic reversal.
In July, Paul was resoundingly
defeated by an 86-13 vote when
he proposed stripping the
Thank you for voting us
Egyptian military of the annual
317 Chestnut St.• Murray. KY Murray's Favonte Caterer
U.S. aid package it has enjoyed
& Favorite Liquor Store!
(270) 761-9727
ri
since the 1979 Camp David
I.
Accords with Israel, and redirecting the money into bridge- Help Wanted building projects in the United
An impressive alliance of
States.
PHOTOGRAPHER
/
WRITER
STAFF
Democratic elder
and
GOP
The Murray Ledger & Times. a 7,500-circulation.
him.
opposed
statesmen
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray,
As Egypt's military crackKy.. is currently accepting applications for a full-time
position of Staff Writer / Photographer. This person's
down continued, the debate
responsibilities include covering meetings, breaking
quickly shifted, culminating in
news, writing feature stories, taking photographs,
Department's
State
the
assisting with layout, uploading items to the web and
announcement earlier this
other basic news reporter duties. A working knowledge
month of a dramatic scale-back
of Quark XPress and Adobe Photoshop is a plus.
Proficiency with a 35mm camera also helpful. Work
of U.S. support for the Arab
schedule includes nights and weekends. A bachelor's
world's biggest country.
degree in journalism or communications is preferred.
Although it fell short of Paul's
Send resume and clippings to: Greg Travis, editor, The
for a complete suspension,
call
KY
Murray,
St.,
Whitnell
1001
Times,
&
Murray Ledger
the withheld aid includes $260
42071: or e-mail: editor@murrayledger.com
million in cash assistance to the
RR
government as well as 10
& IMES
Apache helicopters, at a cost of
1001 Whitnell Ave. Murray, KY 42071
more than $500 million, MIAI
Office Hours: a.m. to 5 p.m_ Monday - Friday
tank kits and Harpoon anti-ship

Facebook

& Get a FREE
BBQ Sandwich!
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his own clothing brand

missiles. The U.S. had already
suspended the delivery of four
F-16 fighter jets and canceled
By CHRISTINA PRIDDY
biennial U.S.-Egyptian military
MSU Print Media
exercises.
Kory Savage, a senior pre -veteriPaul's objection toward much
narian major from Clinton, is the
of what represents consensus
founder of Savy Brands Clothing.
U.S. foreign policy thinking is
which was recently accepted on
philosophical. A tea party
Kickstarter to be a project to possifavorite who has taken somebly receive full funding.
times radical positions on
Savage created a project to prospending and the role of governmote his business on Kickstarter, an
online site that gives people like
ment. he has gone so far as to
him an opportunity to have their
suggest cutting foreign aid in
creative projects funded. Savage,as
half and completely excluding
the creator of Savy Brands
countries, primarily in the
Clothing, set a goal to raise $4,400
Muslim world, that don't share
in donations. His project went pubAmerican values.
lic on Oct. 21; Savage has 35 days
Yet for a legislator who may
reach his goal. If people like a
to
be planning a White House bid.
project, they can pledge money to
Paul is clearly making his mark.
make it happen. Different levels of
U.S. drone strikes continue to be
also provide "backers"
donations
a significant focus of congresa
of rewards for their
with
variety
sional examination in large part
pledges.
because of Paul's gadfly quesFunding on Kickstarter is all-ortions, such as whether any
nothing - projects must reach their
Americans might be targeted by
funding goals to receive any
the unmanned aerial aircraft as
money. If Savage reaches his goal.
part of domestic taw enforceKickstarter funding could help him
ment efforts. The administration
promote his company more widely,
ruled out such strikes inside the
as well as purchase a printing press
U.S. after Paul's questioning.
to produce high quality shirts at an
Paul's willingness to take risks
even more affordable price.
sets him apart from another
Savage had an internship with
freshman Republican readying a
Disney in 2012, working there for
potential presidential campaign:
almost a year. During his free time.
Sen. Marco Rubio of Florida, a
he would "people watch." What he
fellow foreign relations commitnoticed was that people who did not
tee member.
He has tried to present himself
as pro-Israel even after talking
about ending "welfare" to the
By JOHN WRIGHT
Jewish state. He has propagated
Staff Writer
deadly
year's
last
about
theory
a
A Tennessee man charged
attack on a U.S. diplomatic
with murder will stand trial in
installation in Libya. linking it
January 2014 in Murray.
to a purported CIA gun-running
Judge
Circuit
Calloway
scheme for Syrian rebels. He
Dennis Foust set a Jan. 28-30
has accused Obama of plotting trial date for James Paul Cook.
with "anti-American globalists" 56, of McLemoresville. Tenn.,
to undermine the Constitution. during a scheduled hearing in
Two weeks ago,told a conserva- the case Tuesday. Cook's trial
tive gathering that the adminis- had been postponed from an
tration was aiding a global "war earlier date.
on Christianity."
Cook faces charges in the Oct.
The 50-year-old ophthalmolo- 4.2012 death of Desiree Moore,
gist says he simply argues and 37, of Puryear. Tenn.. when a
vehicle he was allegedly driving
votes for what he believes in.
was reported to have ran over
"I had a good job before I
Moore twice near a driveway
came here and I'm willing to go
Wildcat Drive in eastern
along
back anytime," Paul said.

speak the same
language would
talk about their
shirts.
His work has
found early success.
Isaiah
Canaan, a former point guard
for Murray State
Savage
Racer basketenjoys
ball.
wearing Savage's shirts to promote
Savy Brands Clothing. Canaan is
currently a member of the NBA's
Houston Rockets. Additionally,
country music artist Colt Ford
recently tweeted about wanting a
shirt from Savy Brands Clothing.
"When people ask exactly what
Savy Brands is, I tell them a stylish
and unique American clothing
brand that will make you stand out,
think outside the box and of course
gay savvy," Savage said.
For more information or to contact Savy Brands Clothing, go to
https://wwwfacebook.com/Sa vy Br
andsClothing, Twitter: *savybrands or lnstagram: savybrandsclothing.
To help fund Savy Brands
Clothing on Kickstarter, go to:
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1954064158/savy-brandsclothing.
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Foust sets trial date for Cook case
Calloway County. Cook is also
charged with leaving the scene
of an accident/failure to render
aid or assistance and operating a
motor vehicle under the influence of alcohol/drugs.
Commonwealth
The
Attorney's Office had hoped to
file a motion seeking to invoke
Kentucky Revised Statute 404B,calling for evidence in previous cases of a defendant to be
included in a current case.
The Commonwealth, however, withdraw that course of
action, it was reported.
Foust set the final pre-trial
conference date for Jan. 13.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.
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Jerry Le

DUCKS
UNLIMITED

ilingNills
ttrser

is hosting its annual
Charity Banquet to help support its mission
of wetlands conservation and restoration.
"Since its inception in 1937, Ducks Unlimited has conserved more
than 12.5 million acres of waterfowl habitat in North America, and it
needs your support in order to keep moving toward the goal of
filling the skies with waterfowl."

& Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.corn

Key

Come join the Murray-Calloway County Chapter of Ducks Unlimited
In its efforts to raise funds to help increase our waterfowl populations
and have a great time in the process.

OKTOBERFEST
50% OFF

WHAT: Murray-Calloway County Ducks Unlimited Annual Charity Banquet
We have an exciting list of items and prizes to be auctioned, raffled and given away,featuring a
5 man-5 day hunt in Cordoba. Argentina. a whole bunch ofofficial DU guns.friuned prints. decoys,
hunting equipment and many more itemsfrom DU and many ofour local businesses.

WHEN: NOVEMBER 2,2013
Doors open and refreshments at 6:00 p.m. • Dinner at 7:00 p.m.

WHERE: Murray Banquet Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center (behind Sirloin Stockade)

All Halloween and Fall Decor

WHO: Anyone and everyone who wants to help the ducks

• Flags • Yard Stakes • Jack-O-Lanterns

Bring your friends, your wife and your kids,
all are welcome and tickets will be available at the door.

Come join us for a fun-filled evening benefitting a great cause!

20% OFF

The Murray-Calloway County Chapter of Ducks Unlimited would like to take this
opportunity to thank all our generous sponsors and donors, without which DU's work
to protect the waterfowl and wetlands of North America would not be possible...

All Trees & Shrubs

2013 SPONSORS

• Knock-Out Roses • Red Crape Myrtles
• Firepower Nandina • Holly & Boxwood
(Cash & Carry Only)

10

"Kentsocky Celitiote? Aftwiefy

expefis"

•
•
•

ta

KY Lake Moving & Storage
The Murray Bank
Rolling Hills Nursery
Bob Futrell
Insurance Center of Murray
Mitch Ryan. Attorney
Campbell Auctions
JH Churchill Funeral Home
Mike & Tina Wilson
Westside Veten nary
K Bryan Ernstherger. Attorney
Terry & Leah Han

Ricky Atkins
Dr. Billy Wilson
McConnell Insurance
CFSB
Murdock Farms, Inc.
The Big Apple Cafe
The Murray Banquet Center
Scott Lowe Farms
Randy Thornton Heating & Air
Woodmen of the World
Warehouse Tire
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet

2013 DONORS

Open Monday-Saturday 9-5 • Closed Sunday

•

-

CDM Construction
Murray Lumber
Kenny & Karen !Yarnell
Dr Burton Young
BB&T Bank
Chuck & Sarah Jones
Bill Rouse
Sherwin Williams
Vernon Anderson
Murray Ledger & Times
DC Outdoors
Futrell Tile Co
Darnell Marine
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co
Murray Supply
The Keg Restaurant
& Catering
Bandana Steel
Kroger of Murray
Flowers by Whitney

Ribbon Chix
Ricky Lamkin. Attorney
Warren Hopkins. Attorney
Interstate Battery
Cellar Door Wine & Spints
Thomughhre Spirits
Peniques
The Plaid Rahn

Bnggs & Stranon
Hinton Archery
Boone's Laundry & Cleaners.
Wal Man
Man B's Pizza
Thurmond Insurance
Hair Ink
Quicklane Parker Motors

Murray Mold & Die
Coach Chns Hatcher
Yogurt Your Weigh
Quickluhe Plus
Grey Taylor, Attorney
La Cocina
Sam Steger
Ryan Walker State Farm}
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Ronald Jack Musgrose, 77, of Calvert City, Ky., died Tuesday.
Oct. 29,2013 at his home.
Ores Nell Bumphis
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at Collier Funeral Home
Orea Nell Bumphis, 74, of Murray, Ky.. died Monday. Oct.28, in Benton.
2013. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Ms. Bumphis was born in Calloway County on
The number of times published or the length of one or more of
March 24, 1939,10 the late Boyce Luther "Buster" the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
Bumphis and Marie Elizabeth (Blanton) Bumphis. and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or
She retired from Mattel Inc. and after retirement space.
was employed at Briggs & Stratton. She was a
member of the St. John Missionary Baptist
Church.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
death by a son. Roderick Reed; one sister. Mary E.
Cooper; and two brothers, Noble and Boyce
Bumphis.
•
Bumphis
She is survived by three daughters, Regina
Hudspeth and husband, Danny. Denise Bumphis and Belinda
"Musgrow. all of Murray; three sons, Michael Reed and wife,
Melody, Keith Reed and Carlton Bumphis. all of Murray; three sisters, Betty Bumphis, of Murray, Francis Spivey, ot Philadelphia.
Penn.. and Marion E. Hamilton. of Detroit. Mich.: nine grandchildren. Kendra Medley. Michael Reed Jr. and wife, Mahauta, O'Shea
Hudspeth and wife. Brooke, Dominique Hudspeth. Derrick
Bumphis. Jason Teague, Jackie Reed. Jeffrey Teague and Montreal
Forte: 14 great grandchildren; and several nieces, nephews and
cousins.
Funeral services will be held on Monday, Nov.4.2013,at II a.m.
at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. with the Rev. Norris Mills and the
Rev. Ronald Kendrick officiating. Burigwill follow in the Murray
•
Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be held Sunday. Nov. 3.2013.from 5-7 p.m. at the
funeral home.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralEDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
home.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill BRANDON BOTTOMS WRECK: Calloway County FireFuneral Home.
Rescue, Murray-Calloway EMS and the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office reported to a single-vehicle accident around
Sadie Nell West FuRon
11 a.m. Tuesday,just south of Murray along U.S. 641 near the
Sadie Nell West Fulton, 93. of Murray. Ky.. died Monday. Oct.
Brandon Bottoms area. EMS services were denied at the
County
Hospital.
28, 2013, at Murray-Calloway
scene,
it was reported.
Mrs. Fulton was born Oct. 9, 1920. in Murray
to the late John and Elizabeth "Minnie" Hood
Jones. She was a 1937 graduate of Murray High
School and was a member of the First United
Methodist Church. She worked for Ed's Market
until 1965 and then retired in 1985 from the Bank
of Murray. She was also a past member of the
Murray Country Club and the Murray Woman's
Club.
In addition to her parents. she was preceded in
Fulton
death by her first husband, Ed West Sr.; second
husband. Henry Fulton; and one brother, Charles C. Jones.
Mrs. Fulton is survived by one daughter. Julianne Staudacher,of
Murray ; one son. Dr. Ed West Jr. and wife. Peggy, of Santa Rosa,
Calif.; three grandchildren. David W. Smith and wife, Carol.
Jennie Rottinghaus and husband. Tom. and Nancy Smith, all of
Murray; and one great-grandchild. David E. Smith,of Murray.
A memorial service will be held at 10 a.m. Friday. Nov. 1.2013.
at the Hale Chapel of the First United Methodist Church. Dr. Rick
Dye and the Rev. Jim Stahler will officiate.
Visitation will be held Thursday. Oct. 31.2013.from 5-7 p.m. at
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: First, United
Methodist Church.503 Maple St.. Murray. KY 42071;or Humane
Society of Calloway County,607 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.
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Jerry Lee Key. 70. ((Murray, Ky., died
Sunday. Oct. 20. 2013. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Mr. Key was born Nov. 30, 1942. in Murray to
the late Harry P. and Jessie B. Chapman Key. He
was a 1970 graduate of Murray State University
with a B.S. in agriculture and business, and was
the former owner and operator for 35 years of
Mr. J's formal wear and limousine service. Mr.
Key was also a member of the Kirksey United
Methodist Church. He was an Army veteran.
Key
In addition to his parents. he was preceded in
death by one brother, Gary P. Key; and a son-inlaw,L'had M. Fox.
Mr. Key is survive(KOne daughter. LeeAnn
Fox, of Murray: one son. Harry Jayson Key, of
Murray; one sister, Julia Ann Cunningham and
husband. Danny, of Murray: sister-in-law, Faye Key. of Murray;
one granddaughter. Fiona Kay Fox,of Murray; and several nieces.
A memorial service will be held Wednesday,Oct. 30.2013. at 6
p.m: at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, with the Rev. Tim Palmer
officiating.
Visitation will be held Wednesday. Oct. 30.2013.from 4-6 p.m.
at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

II Waiver...
ment period - wouldn't get
erage until April I. thereby
short of that, and amounts only risking a penalty for being uninto a limited adjustment.
sured part of the year.
Under the latest .policy
The administration "has deterchange. people who sign up by mined that it would be unfair to
the end of open enrollment sea- require individuals in this situason on March 31 will not face a tion to make a (penalty) paypenalty. That means procrasti- ment." the Health and Human
nators get a grace period.
Services department said in
Previously you had to sign up gvidance
Monday
issued
by the middle of February. guarevening. As a result, the departanteeing that your coverage
ment is creating a special onewould take effect March I, in
time hardship exemption for
order to avoid fines for being
people who get covered by
uninsured.
March 31. And they won't have
The extension - granted for
to
tile additional paperwork to
2014 only - addresses confufor the exemption.
apply
sion that was created when the
The mandate to carry health
administration set the first'Open
enrollment period under the law insurance is the most unpopular
requirement of the health care
from Oct. 1 -March 31.
The problem was that health law. Its meant to nudge as many
insurance coverage typically people as possible into the
starts on the first day of a given insurance pool. That would help
month, and it takes up to 15 keep premiums in check, since
days to process applications. So rhe_14w also forbids insurers
somebody signing up March 16 from turning away people with
- well within the open enroll- health problems.

From Front

cos

Free

• Chili & Hot Dogs
• Games & Candy for Kids
• Face Painting 8. Balloons

II Fire station...
From Front
piece of property down there will
allow us to better serve the residents
in that southwest area - Saratoga.
Sherwood Forest. all those areas
that currently fall outside of the type
of response time we would like to
have but ae just can't get there (fast
enough)because the stations are too
far," Pologruto said. "This is just
another step that's going to increase
the fire protection that's available
for our citizens. As the fire chief.
I'm excited to be able to increase
the level of service to our residents.
and I'm sure the residents - especially those that live in that area will be comforted by that."
Mayor Bill Wells said the city had
previously looked at some property
near Westside Baptist Church. and
Lanier said the city found out about
the property the council settled on
about a month ago.
"We are going to where the population is. and the southwest side Of
Murray is grossing rather quickly.
and Chief Pologruto wants to make
sure that our response time can be
in the three-to-four-minute area,"
Wells said.
Wells said the city's first priority
is to build the north station near
US. 641. and the second priority
would be building a public safety
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1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071
Office Hours 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday - Friday

14' STOCK MARKET REPORT
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Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind..Asg._.15.669.27 + 100.34
107.50 - 2.04
Air Products
....-518.61 - 10.87
Apple..............
.36.27 + 0.70
AT&T,Inc
14.57 - 011
BB&T
14.15 .0.08
Bank of,America
18.53 0.21
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb .--5332 + 130
Caterpillar ............... .84.07 • 0.21
Chevron Texaco Corp-.121.50 + 0.59
33.11 + 0.78
Yahoo
19.84+ 0.12
Dean Foods
0.69
-..-...-.....i$.92+
Exxon-Mobil
17.61 + 0.04
Ford Motor Co
General Electric ..............26.21 + 0.12
Glaxo Smith Kline -.....-52.63 + 0.05
.361.91 + 3.72
Amazon
Goodyear Tire & Rubber ..,.20.66- 1.38
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67 Years of Combined Service
To This Great Community
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COMMERCIAL
Including both
General Contractors
and Sub Contractors
Roofers
Lawn Care Services
Plus BONDING
for all Contractors

Your Complete Insurance Agency
Many Choices to
Better Serve You

.r

ter

HOMEOWNERS • AUTO

Coverage for
Farm Owners
FIRING PERMIT
LIFE INSURANCE
HEALTH INSURANCE
Individual or Group

Center

rid

10.86 • 0.10
HopFed Banc*
IBM ........ ......----182.12 + 4.77
.24.49 + 0.13
Intel
.41-10 + 0.14
Kroger
44.84 + 0.73
Mattel
96.05+0.68
NIcDonalas
45,58 + 0.23
Merck
Microsoft............................35.51 .0,07
.................737 -0.02
J.C. Penney
Pepsico. Inc.--..........-. 8550 + 0.89
31.25 + 0.51
Pfizer. Inc.
Regions Financial ............. - 0.07
62.05 + 6.54
Sears Holding Corp
70.07 - 0.09
Time Warner
37.83 + 0.07
US Bancorp
WellPoint,Inc........_.....,....8454 .0.01
77.06'0.0$
Wal-Mart

Financial Consultants IL-RI:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800.4441854
Hours: 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F

A Division of Western Rivers Corporaton

David King

Prices as or clinic of
MI October 29.21113
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Insurance
Center
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SPORTS WRITER / PHOTOGRAPHER
The Murray Ledger & Times, a 7,500-circulation,
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray,
Ky., is currently accepting applications for a full-time
Sports Writer / Photographer. This person's responsibilities include covering sporting events, writing feature
stories, taking photographs, assisting with layout,
uploading items to the web and other basic reporter
duties. A working knowledge of Quark XPress and
Adobe Photoshop is a plus. Proficiency with a 35mm
camera also helpful. Work schedule includes nights and
weekends. A bachelor's degree in journalism or communications is preferred. Send resume and clippings to:
Ricky Martin, sports editor, The Murray Ledger & Times.
1001 Whitnell St., Murray, KY 42071; or e-mail:
sports@murrayledger.com.

Famiues weLcome
Elm Grove Baptist Church
6483 State Route'94 East. Murray
270-753-7321 www.etmnrovemurray.oria

tacility on 16th Street that a()old
house the headquarters for the tire
nation and the police department
inside a singk location. The city 's
public safety and long range planning oomminees had discussed the
possibility of moving the location
of City Hall and then moving the
police department headquarters into
the current City Hall location. but
Lanier said that plan became financially infeasible and was taken off
the table.
Lanier said the city settled on the
southwest property after Pologruto
looked at a map to identify areas
where the fire department could
achieve a four-minute response
time to service the southwest part of
town. He said Pologruto identified
several properties along Robertson
Road between KY 94 West and
Wiswell Road before the property
owner was contacted and the city's
offer was accepted.
-This, in conjunction with our
station that we plan to build on the
north side of town and the public
safety facility there on 16th Street,
the chief believes this would give us
the most amount of coverage the
way our city is laid out in kind of
that reverse-L type fashion."
Lanier said the earliest the north
fire station could break would likely be early spring 2014.

www.insurancecentermurray.com

Gwen Provine

Cheryl Forester

Murray I
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Academic
and
Team,
recent National Honor Society
inductee, Adams was most
recently named a National Merit
Semifinalist and was selected to
participate in the Governor's
Scholars Program (GSP) this
past summer at Bellarmine
University in Louisville.
Adams joined 16.000 other
academically talented high
Merit
National
school
Semifinalists in the 59th annual
National Merit Scholarship
Program (NMSC). All semifinalists have the opportunity to
continue in the competition for
some 8.000 Merit Scholarship

Adams

1

Black and white is simple but also
very sophisticated. It is always striking.
The most modern way to wear this duo
Is to mix chic prints. "Stay with this
basic pairing to look effortlessly put
together.- says fashion director Anne
Keane. "Its the fastest way to get
dressed in the morning. It is anything
hut boring."
Keeping the palette neutral allows
you to play with textures. graphics and
styles.
Black and white was chic XI years
ago and it chic now, says Keane. A
houndstooth blazer, tuxedo pants, and a
crisp white top is always elegant.
Lisette leggings all have a version of
this tuxedo Wk.
We have a new houndstooth jacket to
pair hack with any of these styles of
pants for a fabulous fall look.
Black and white also can he paired
with a color like lime, coral, red or yellow to give it instant pop.
Layering is one of fall's hest looks.
From preppy sweaters hi the hottest
mom vests and jacket. layering takes the
outfit to a whole new level.
Mixing textures and colors gives an
unexpected element to an otherwise
plain Jane look.
Scarves an jewelry add the extra
something to give a polished put together style.
New coated denim is here, more vintage tops and dresses, new scarves and a
lot of new jewelry has arrived - with
more on the way.
Brighton has a new promotion travel jewelry roll up case with your
required purchase. We still have the
Breast Cancer Awareness bracelets from
Brighton.
Congratulations to Heather Scott who
won this week's giveaway.
Thanks to everyone who voted us
Far one Ladies Clothing and Favonte
Clothing. We appreciate your support.
Stay tuned to next weeks fun and
fashion report...
4.N.e001"
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Douglas to give poetry
reading at WKCTC

Its So Real

VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
LADIES
CLOTHING 201

1
!Calf
.
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A
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The Something Flo Evervotse Store'.
305 South 12th •"tow KY • 753-7441
www.dkkelloy.com
4•11=1116

Please support the

FALL REVIVAL
sCOTTS GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH
•

Hwy.641, one mile north of Roy Stewart Stadium

November 3rd-6th
Sunday Morning, 11 a.m.
Sunday School 10 a.m. Sunday Night 6 p.m.
Monday-Wednesday Service, 7 p.m. each night
Fellowship after night services.

Evangelist: James Stom
Owens Chapel Baptist Church

Kevin Crawford, Worship Leader
YOU ARE WELCOME TO WORSHIP WITH US
For information, please call 2274399 • John Denham, Pastor

email: commaaitynems.marrayIedgea.coali

Angel alert issued

awards, worth more than $35
million,that will be offered next
spring.
•••• '
"Being selected as a National
Merit Semifinalist was a real
honor for me. and I think it's a
testament to the hard work I've
put in and the rigor of Murray
High School." Adams said.
Prior to this recognition.
. ...2.1.171,...i.
, . :.,
.•:
Adams was chosen as a 2013
!!.h.ilii
selected
GSP recipient and was
I
from the pool of nearly 2,000
E 9 ileisiiailt ;
efl ,,
Kentucky high school GSP . . •-•..........,
....,..
A.,plepi..on itv4.
pi
applicants. After completing the
application process that includisisimamiiiiiiii:v - •-• ed difficulty of course load.
ralialaimmaiarif ...•*, Ali
GPA, at least one standard test
I11.1
score, and an outline of all
nfili
evirtil:'
ttil
extracurricular activities, he
'
.iffaiiiirm:Ille!,
attended the five-week summer fil
lipilifigiffiwtiy,
residential program for out!!!!Iii!'
standing high school Kentucky
Eigia
students who are rising seniors.
"I was really blessed to have
it
1illi:
11'
.1
the opportunity to go to If ......7. ..
ii1
fir my nal,'..ii 41
Governor's Scholar's Program
•
this past summer at Bellarrnine iil li
ellitit
i
:
:
University in Louisville. That !if iiiiiiiirlir
•••
was really a great experience,"
he said. "I met some wonderful Mr.and Mrs.John Kenneth Hilton
people. some of whom I'll keep
Julie Ann Gargus and John Kenneth Hilton were united in marin contact with for a long time.
on Friday, Sept. 20. 2013. on the grounds of the first State
riage
As much as it helped me acaCapitol
Building and Courthouse in historic Harrison County, Ind.
demically. it helped me more to
is the daughter of Sherrill and Greta Gargus.of Murray.
bride
The
learn be more of myself and
Ky.
comfortable with whom God
The groom is the son of Lucille Hilton,of Hampton. N.H..and the
made me to be. I feel like that's
Kenneth Hilton.
the one thing that I brought back late
Hilton is employed with the Jefferson County Public School
Mrs.
home that I'm most thankful for:
System.
the confidence and comfort that
Mr. Hilton is employed with Peerless Gear, a division of
I have now."
liusqvarna.
An MHS Spanish Club fourThe couple will reside in Palmyra, Ind.
year member who participated
in the MHS marching and concert bands his freshman and
sophomore year, Adams was
recognized with first place
award during a History Day
U.S. History Test held at
Murray State University. "My
tion. cooling Board: A LongSpecial to the Ledger
experience here (MHS) has
native and poet Playing Poem, was nominated
Louisville
been nothing but the best,"
Mitchell L. H. Douglas will for an NAACP Image Award in
Adams said. "I've been blessed
works from his new poet- the Outstanding Literary Workshare
with great teachers in the classa
and
category
"\blak\\al-fa bet\," Poetry
collection,
ry
room and outstanding coaching
reading Tuesday. Nov. Hurston/Wright Legacy Award.
a
during
staffs in baseball, both under
5. at II a.m. in the Matheson His poems have appeared in
Coach Johnson and Coach
Library at West Kentucky Callaloo, Crab Orchard Review,
Grogram."
and Technical Ninth Letter and the antholoCommunity
Adams went on to say there is
gies. The Ringing Ear: Black
College.
a common bond and camarecent work is a Poets Lean South and Zoland
Douglas's
raderie shared among the MHS
personal collection of poems Poetry No. 2 among others.
students and teachers. "There's
Douglas, associate professor
to the Alabama sharededicated
a lot of genuine interest in learnIndiana
at
of his grandfather of , English
days
cropper
ing from the teaching side and
University
is
University-Purdue
reading
and his brothers. The
as well from the students, which
Indianapolis (IUPUI), is a
free and Open to the public.
shows when we get our scores."
of the 2011 Lexi founding member of the
Winner
A member of Glendale Road
Choice Affrilachian Poets, a Cave
Rudnitsky/Editor's
Church of Christ. Adams is the
\al-fa betr is Canem fellow, and poetry editor
"\blak\
Award.
son of Chip and Jill Adams. of
Douglas's second poetry collec- for PLUCK!: the Journal of
Murray.
tion. In 2010 his debut collec- Affrilachian Arts & Culture.
"Having Douglas on campus
to share his poetry from Ablak\
\al-fa betV will be a great oppor- FINAL CLEARANCE
tunity for our students, faculty
Outside on Sidewalk
and staff and community to get a
HALF PRICE!
glimpse into a world that many
have forgotten," said Britton
Mark Your Calendar...Nov. 7-8-9!
WKCTC assistant proShurley.
ehristmas Open House
Al? New Metal Snowmen,Trees, Santa's, Light-Up Canvas.
fessor of English.
Wreaths and Lots of Christmas & Home Decor!
For more information, contact
Shurley at 534-3243 or
Hours: Mon.,Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 10:008.0 5:00;-v
britton.shurley@kctcs.edu
641 South •Southside Shopping Ctr.• Suite F & G

Will Adams, Murray High
School senior, was selected by
the MHS faculty and staff as the
October
Rotary student
of the month.
An
MHS
Baseball Team
varsity member. four-year
member of the

Ilk

Zi7 CANCER FOUN IIATION
"
;14

7bgether toe can save lives
through early detection!

The Calloway County Family Resource
Center is seeking a working refrigerator for a
family in need. Call 762-7390.

CCPL scarf workshop set
The Calloway County Public Library will
hold a free crochet and knitting workshop titled
"Create a Fashion Scarf' on Saturday, Nov. 2.
from
1-4:30 p.m. in the library meeting room.
Datebook
crochet or knitting knowledge is
previous
No
Kala Dunn,
required. Crocheters should bring either a J or K
Community
crochet hook and a skein of Sashay yarn in any
editor
color. Knitters should bring a set of needles size
8 or larger and a skein of Sashay yarn in any color. The workshop
is free of charge; however, space is limited. To register. call the
library at 753-2288.

Santa Project interviews available
The Calloway County Family Resource Youth Service Centers

are currently scheduling family interviews for participation in the
2013 Santa Project. This Christmas Assistance Program is for families with children in the Calloway County School systeln or children younger than school-age who reside in Calloway County.
Income guidelines, county residency and parenting session participation are required. For more information or to schedule an interview for the Santa Project, call the Calloway County Family
Resource Center at 762-7333 by Friday. Nov. I.

Ellis Center to host bazaar, bake sale
The Ellis Center Homemakers Club will host a bazaar and bake
sale Saturday. Nov. 2,from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Ellis Community
Center,located on Ellis Drive off East Sycamore Street. The public
is invited to attend.

Rebate day to be held
A rebate day will be held Thursday,Oct. 31,at Pizza Pro.Ten percent of the day's proceeds will help Kevin Munsey with medical
expenses. The public is invited to attend.

Goshen UMW to host bazaar
The United Methodist Women of Goshen Church will host the
27th annual "Christmas in the Country Bazaar" Saturday, Nov. 2,
from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. in the family fellowship center. The church
is located on Hwy. 121 N. at Stella. Food items for sale will include
pies.cakes. breads,cookies,fried pies,candies,jellies,jams,relishes and pecans. Other items for sale will include attic treasures, holiday crafts and Rada knives. Country ham and sausage biscuits,coffee, and juice will be available for breakfast.

Pray Murray to host 24 hours of prayer
Pray Murray will gather at Harvest Land City Gate to host 24
hours of Prayer and Praise from 6 p.m. on Friday until 6 p.m. on
Saturday. To lead praise or prayer. call 293-5687.

'Home for the Holidays Paw Festival'set
Lost But Loved Animal Rescue will host its first "Home for the
Holidays Paw Festival- on Saturday. Nov. 2,from 10 am.to 4 p.m.
at Murray's Central Park.The event will feature a reduced adoption
day donation for dogs and cats, pet items for purchase, food and
soft drinks, pet photography, I.D. tags, inflatables, professional face
painting. microchipping. canine DNA tests and more.

Wild Game Dinner to be held

-
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St. John to hold pastoral appreciation
St. John Missionary Baptist Church, 122 Spruce St., will hold
pastoral appreciation services honoring Pastor Ronald R. Kendrick
and First Lady Min. Tom ka Kendrick Saturday and Sunday, Nov.
2-3. Worship services wjbe at 7 p.m. on Saturday and at 11 a.m.
and 3 p.m. on Sunday.

TOYOTA bornlearning workshop set
The third of a series of six TOYOTA bomlearning workshops,to
be held once monthly for six months, will be Thursday. Nov. 7,
from 5:30-7:15 p.m. at Murray Elementary School. The workshops
help parents of children from pretiatal to five years of age make
everyday moments a chance to learn. The program is free and food
is provided. Register before Nov. 7 by calling the Murray Family
Resource Youth Service Center at 759-9592.
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Community Youth Revival set
An all-denominational Community Youth Revival featuring
devotions and contemporary Christan music will be held Saturday,
Nov. 2,from 6-10 p.m. on Fifth Street in downtown Murray. In case
of inclement weather,the event will move to First United Methodist
Church. For more information contact Ronnie Burlceen at 293-2517
or Tim Escue at 978-4922.

Veterans assistance offered
Veterans and their families will be provided free counseling and
assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits.
Appointments will be available Thursday, Oct. 31, at the Paducah
VA Clinic. 2620 Perkins Creek Road. To schedule an appointment,
visit the clinic or call 444-8465.

You're Invited to the Opening of..

The "Cute" Little
Shop Out Back
3612 West Fork Rd., Murray, KY in.,$/),,w Airport Road,
Open Friday, Nov. 1st & Saturday, Nov. 2nd
10:00 a.m to 4:30 p.m.
Uniquely Different Decor Items
Antiques & Collectable,. As Well As Wonderfully Fragrant "Swan Creek"
Soy Candle Collection.

— Open One Weekend Monthly —
Additional Open Dates During Holiday Season
/s

Mary f
an:
A rtuge G
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pictured p

Blood River Baptist Church,located on Hwy.444 five miles from
New Concord, will host a Wild Game Dinner Saturday, Nov. 2,at 6
p.m. The public is invited, and the meal is free to all who attend.

"LOTS OF GREAT GIFT IDEAS"
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Looking Back
Tea years ago
Pictured rehearsing for t
Playhouse in the Park production
of "Frankenstein" were Tim
Vaughan. playing Henry Clarval;
David Fleming. playing Victor
Frankenstein; and William Harle.
playing the Creature.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat
Winchester were to conduct an
AARP Driver Safety Class at
First Presbyterian Church.
Births reported included a boy
to Joshua Alderdice and Jessica
Harrell. Oct. 10; and a boy to
Mr.a nd Mrs. Scott Mays. Sept.
19.
Mary Fuhrmann. Cromwell
Hauge and Denise Knoebel were
pictured preparing for the Murray
11th
Guild's
annual
Art
Christmas Gallery.
Murray authors Ted Franklin
Belue and Stephanie A. Carpenter
were to sign their books at the
22nd annual Kentucky Book Fair
Nov. 8 in downtown Frankfort.
Twenty years ago
Joe Baptist, a member of Kappa
Alpha Order, was pictured volunteering as a safety officer at the
corner of Ninth and Main streets
in the afternoon.
Students in Ila Brown's homeCalloway
North
at
room
Elementary School collected 660
items of food for Need Line in
support of the local Make A
Difference Day.
Officers for the Murray
Vocational School for Practical
were
HOSA Club
Nursing
Shirley
Fellows,
Dolores
Robinson. Veronica Beaudry,
Ashcraft: Brenda
Michelle
Turner, Kelly Brown and Jackie
Nichy.
The top fundraiser for the 13th
annual Diabetes Bike-a-Thon
held last month in Murray was
seven-year-old Betsy Inman.
The Rev. Joe W. Eaton was the
new pastor at Grace Baptist
Church.
--Dr. Eldon Heathcott. Murray

Working smoke alarm increases
chance of surviving home fire

State IYniversity agriculture
department chairman, was pictured presenting H. Glenn Dorm
with the Murray State University
Department
of
Agriculture
Support Award.
Thirty years ago
MC. Garrott wrote about the
reunion of John T. Irvan and his
World War II buddy Wayne
Doyle, of New Cumberland,Pa,
in his column."Garrott's Galley."
Forty years ago
The first truckload of new toys
manufactured in the Murray
Fisher-Price Toy Plant was pictured leaving the plant via truck
on Friday. The plant had begun
limited production of toys a little
over a week ago.
Miss Joaquin Seltzer, vice president of the Peoples First
National Bank & Trust Company,
was the guest speaker at a recent
meeting of the Murray Business
and Professional Women's Club.
Fifty years ago
Calloway Countians woke to
30-degree weather and a killing
frost.
John Edd Scott received a
Conservation Recognition Award
at Kentucky's Third Annual
Conservation
in
Congress
Louisville. He was one of 13
Kentuckians to receive awards.
Dr. and Mrs. Rolf E.P. King
spoke of their travels in Europe at
a meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Sixty years ago
The first mass immunization of
for
Globulin
Gamma
of
Calloway
poliomyelitis
County children was to take place
at Lynn Grove High School on
Nov. 2.
Nancy McClure. Nell Denton.
Esther Stamps. Brooksie Mayer,
Euple Mae Bogard, Shirley
Durham, Nell Stringer. Mildred
Jones and Sadie Shoemaker
received their caps and pins as
licensed practical nurses.

DEAR ABBY: I am a fire
officer who has seen too many
families experience accidental
home fires, many with fatal results.
It is devastating to find out that
a life could
been
have
had
saved
someone
.taken the simple precaution
of replacing a
dead battery
in a smoke
alarm.
In a recent
survey, more
than 50 percent of the
By Abigail
respondents
Van Buren
admitted to
removing the batteries in their
smoke detector, leaving them inoperable. A working smoke alarm
in your home greatly increases your
chance of surviving a home fire.
but only if it is functional.
Please remind .your readers to
change the batteries in their smoke
alarms and carbon monoxide detectors when they turn their clocks
back to standard time on Nov. 3.
On average, home fires kill seven
people every day. No one should
be injured or lose a life because
of a non-working smoke detector.
This is the 26th year the International Association of Fire Chiefs
(IAFC) and Energizer have collaborated on the Change Your
Clock, Change Your Battery Program. What may seem like a
tedious task can be lifesaving. A
working smoke alarm can give families precious extra seconds to get
out safely. If you help me circulate this important safety reminder,
together we can make a difference and save some lives. -WILLIAM.R. METCALF, PRESIDENT, IA FC
DEAR OFFICER METCALF: I hope my readers will
take your letter to heart as I have.
and buy those replacement bat-

was born in Braintree. Mass.
By the Associated Press
In 1912. Vice President James
Today is Wednesday.'Oct. 30,
the 303rd day of 2013. There are S. Sherman. running for a second term of office with President
62 days left in the year.
William Howard Taft, died six
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 30, 1938, the radio days before Election Day.
In 1921, the silent film clasplay "The War of the Worlds,"
starring Orson Welles, aired on sic "The Sheik." starring Rudolph
CBS. (The live drama, which Valentino, premiered in Los Angeemployed fake breaking news les.
In 1945. the U.S. government
reports. panicked some listeners
who thought the portrayal of a announced the end of shoe
rationing, effective at midnight.
Martian invasion was real.)
In 1961, the Soviet Union testOn this late:
In 1735, the second president ed a hydrogen bomb, the "Tsar
of the United States. John Adams. Bomba," with a force estimated

at about 50 megatons. The Soviet Party Congress unanimously
approved a resolution ordering the
removal of Josef Stalin's body
from Lenin's tomb.
In 1972, 45 people were killed
when an Illinois Central Gulf commuter train was struck friln behind
by another train in Chicago's South
Side.
In 1974, Muhammad Ali
knocked out George Foreman in
the eighth round of a 15-round
bout in Kinshasa, Zaire, known
as the "Rumble in the Jungle" to
regain his world heavyweight title.

teries TODAY if they haven't
already. Yes. I know tomorrow is
Halloween -- but as distracting
as the holiday may be, your family's safety is more important. If
you're buying candy. grab some
batteries. On Saturday night you'll
be turning your clocks back an
hour. Before you do. be sure you
insert fresh batteries in your smoke
detectors and test the alarms.
DEAR ABBY: I am a I6-yearold girl, and my 45-year-old father
acts even more childish than me.
He doesn't have a stable job, and
he stays out late or never comes
home at all.
My father complains that we
don't have enough money and
says we need to start saving, then
he goes and blows his paycheck
on booze and his girlfriend. I
need a car to get to work. and
I'll be going to college in two
years. I can't pay for it all myself.
How do I get Dad on the right
track? Please help, because I'm
tired of worrying about my future
and what's left of his. -- HEADING FOR COLLEGE SOON IN
NORTH CAROLINA
DEAR HEADING: I wish I
could tell you how to motivate
your father to behave more responsibly, but a lesson you should
learn early is that you CAN'T
change someone else. Your father
is a self-centered individual, but
only he can change his behavior.
Small college scholarships are
offered by some fraternal organizations. I'm glad you wrote,
because it's never too early to
start exploring what's available.
Talk to a counselor at school
about what you need to do to
earn scholarships. You should also
look online or at your local library.
You appear to be focused and
mature, and with some guidance
you can accomplish your goals.
Write Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or. P.O. Box 69440.
Los Angeles, CA 90069.
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GO
PEANUTFREE
Dear
Heloise: I am
emeran
gency -room
nurse. I would
like to inform
all of your
readers to buy
ALL PEANUTFREE TREATS to offer at Halloween or at any party given in
your home,church function or other
gathering for adults and children.
There is no shortage of peanut/free food products, and it is the
/only way to be 100 percent sure
that you do not cause a death.
Remember when you were a
kid? Children returned home from
trick-or-treating and it was common to "trade" treats with siblings or neighbor children. Hundreds of people die from food
allergies per year, and many are
from peanut products. — Maggie
M. in Ohio
Thank you for .a very important reminder! Parents, watch out.
especially if your child has peanut
allergies. — Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000

symptoms of vertigo
DEAR DOCTOR K: I suffer
from benign paroxysmal positional vertigo. I've heard that something called the Epley maneuver
may help. Could you explain what
this is?
DEAR READER: Vertigo is
the sensation that either your body
or your environment is moving,
usually spinning. Vertigo can be
a symptom of
many different illnesses
disorand
ders.
The
type of vertigo you have
benign
paroxysmal
positional
vertigo
(BPPV) .is
most
the
By
common
Dr. Anthony
As
form.
you've probKomaroff
ably experienced, simply changing the position of your head can cause a
sudden spinning sensation.
Inside the ear are three tiny
canals that help us recognize the
position of our lxxly in space and
maintain balance. Inside the canals
is fluid and tiny hairs attached
to nerve endings. The way the
fluid washes against the hairs
changes when your body is in
different positions. When the fluid
moves the hairs, nerve signals are
sent to the brain. Those signals
get translated in a way that lets
you know what position your body
is in.
BPPV occurs when tiny calcium crystals form in the inner ear
and become dislodged. They bang
around the canals and touch the
sensitive nerve endings inside. The
brain starts to get conflicting signals. You experience this as a
sensation of your body moving
around in the world (or the world
spinning around your body).
If you have BPPV,simply looking up or rolling over in bed can

Dr. Komaroff

Fax: 2 0-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
RAISIN PRESERVATION
Dear Heloise: We buy raisins
in the 20-ounce box, which has
no liner. They tended to dry out
toward the bottom of the box until
I started doing this: Cut the rim
off the plastic lid and use this
tightfitting cover inside the next
box you buy. pressing down to
keep the air out. When the product nears the bottom, you might
have to use a fork to take out
this inner "cover." It works for
round or square boxes. I keep one
of each on hand and throw them
into the dishwasher between uses.
— Wanda A. Hickory. N.C.
Clever! Here's a hint: Put the
whole box in a large. plastic zippered bag, or pour the raisins
themselves into the bag and then
put back into the box. — Heloise
HOUDAY PANCAKES
Dear Heloise: One of my
favorite things to do for my kids
is make different-colored pancakes.
For Halloween. I mix red and yellow coloring to make them pumpkin-colored pancakes. Not only do
they get into the holiday spirit,
but this adds variation to our
morning routine.
At Christmas. the kids really
enjoy red and green mini pancakes! — Jenny L. in Indiana
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STORAGE SOLUTION
Dear. Heloise: With leftovers.
I use only the rectangular storage
containers. When they are all the
same shape, it is easier to arrange
and stack the containers. This
makes the storage space in my
fridge more efficient. — T.C. in
Oklahoma
HARD-BOILED EGGS
Dear Heloise: I just read your
hint on distinguishing hard-boiled
eggs from raw ones by adding
food .coloring to the water. Did
you know that can be determined
by just spinning the egg? A hardboiled egg will spin fast. A raw
one, slowly. Try it. — Ursula in
Lincoln. Calif.
Yep! However, it's fun to have
colored eggs in the refrigerator.
— Heloise
NO PARSLEY
Dear Heloise: Here is a hint
for celery leaves: I use them in
place of fresh parsley. You can
add the chopped leaves to homemade salsa or soups and stews._
— Samantha Q. in New York
WATER
Dear Heloise: A long-neck wine
bottle is just right for watering
hanging baskets. — John P. in
Indiana

Actions at auctions
Garbo. for one
Coop group
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33
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Swan Creek"

dislodge crystals and cause brief
bouts of extreme dizziness. Vertigo can feel like the room is
spinning or as though you are
spinning in the room It can be
just a sense of imbalance. It also
can cause nausea, vomiting and
ringing in the ears.
One treatment for BPPV is the
Epley maneuver. In this maneuver, a doctor or physical thera
pist moves your head and body
through a series of positions. You
can also learn to do it yourself.
You begin by lying on an examination table. The therapist gently moves your head to the left
and right, then has you roll over
and sit up.
Each position moves the loose
crystals through the ear canal,repositioning them to relieve symptoms.
Your symptoms may improve in
as little as 10 minutes. Your doctor also may provide specific exercises for you to continue at home.
I've put an illustration on my
website. AskDoctorK.com, that
shows how the therapist will move
your head and body (and how
you can do it yourself). The picture also shows how the crystals
will be repositioned during each
step to relieve your vertigo.
For more persistent vertigo.
your doctor may recommend something called balance rehabilitation.
The types of exercises prescribed
will depend upon what movements provoke your symptoms.
The Epley maneuver, and Wk.eral similar exercises, have given
relief to many people with BPPV.
Before these maneuvers were discovered, the vertigo would ultimately go away on its own, but
it could take weeks. These maneuvers speed the improvement -- from
weeks to minutes. Unfortunately.
attacks of vertigo do often return.
but the maneuvers help drive them
away.
(To send questions, go to
AskDoctorK.com. or write: Ask
Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St., Second Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)
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MSU ATHLETICS

Acme 'loft-vitt 411Pftfi MSU Athletics breaks ground on
Mop, IR

Reagan Field renovations

vr

FIRST PHASE OF THE
PROJECT INCLUDES
309 BLEACHER,238
CHAIRBACK SEATS
afik

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer

ED MARLOWE Ledger 8. Times
Interim MSU President Tim Miller spoke to media and visitors on
Tuesday during the groundbreaking for improvements to Johnny
Reagan Field at Murray State. Alongside Miller from left are MSU
Director of Athletics Allen Ward, 'Breds Head Coach Rob McDonald,
former 'Breds Head Coach and MSU Hall of Famer Johnny Reagan,
MSU Dean of Continuing Education and Academic Outreach Dr. John
Yates and MSU Associate Vice President for Institutional
Advancement Bob Jackson.

As part of a multiphase project
bringing renovations to Johnny Reagan
Field, the Murray State University
Department of Athletics spent Tuesday
afternoon breaking ground on phase
one of facility enhancements - stadium
seating.
Contracted to Toadvine Enterprises
for $240,000 and paid for by the
Athletic Department, the Dant Clayton
seats include 309 bleacher seats with
seatbacks and 238 chairback seats.
Located directly behind the backstop

and running up the hill to the base of
the press box, the 238 chairback seats
are available for naming rights at
$1,500 per seat, as all naming proceeds
are to be used for phase two of the facility enhancement - stadium lighting.
Rob McDonald, head coach of
MSU's Thoroughbreds,said the biggest
concern since Reagan Field opened in
1989 was the amount of seating available for visitors.
While the classic grassy knolls have
long been where fans camped for baseball games, McDonald said the
improved seating helps bring the field
up to speed with other OVC venues.
"We've got a long way to go to get
where we need to be in the OVC with
our facility," McDonald said. "We've
already said that inside the fence we're
in pretty good shape and outside the
fence we're lagging way behind.
-This is the first step in what we
hope to be several facility improve-

MSU WOMEN'S GOLF

1ST REGION VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT:
MURRAY HIGH 3, GRAVES CO.0

Howson honored with
OVC Scholar-Athlete
Award

Battle tested

deal to me.
very
I'm
thankful for
Murray State University senall the help
ior women's golfer Delaney
I ' v e
Howson has been honored as one
received
of six recipients of the prestigious
my
from
Ohio Valley Conference Scholarcoaches,
Athlete Award for 2012-13. The
the athletic
OVC made the announcement
department,
from its office in Brentwood,
my
and
Tenn.
teachers
HOWSON
Howson is one of six selected
who have
recipients - three men and three
women - determined by a vote of helped me excel in both areas."
"1 am very happy for
Athletics
Faculty
OVC
said MSU Head Coach
Delaney,"
must
Representatives. Candidates
have performed athletically with Velvet Milkman."Being named a
distinction, earned at least a 3.25 Scholar Athlete is the highest
GPA and conducted themselves recognition a student athlete can
in a manner which has brought receive from the Ohio Valley
credit to the student-athlete, his or Conference. It emphasizes excelher institution, intercollegiate ath- lence both on the field of play and
letics and the OVC.The award is in the classroom. Delaney has
based on academic and athletic worked very hard to be successful
criteria/accomplishments in both these areas and it is nice to
achieved during the 2012-13 see her honored for her achievements. Delaney is one of the
school year.
most decorated golfers in Murray
to
Racer
Howson is the 35th
earn the honor. She is also the State's history and she has main16th female athlete and the first tained a 4.0 GPA. She is the epitwomen's golfer to achieve the ome of a student athlete and is
distinction. The last female stu- well deserving of this award."
Howson's freshman year was
dent-athlete from Murray State to
earn the award was Amber very successful after placing
OVC
the
at
Guffey (women's basketball) in eighth
2008-09. Last year fellow golfer Championships. She was honHunter York was one of the male ored as the OVC Freshman of the
recipients of the award. Howson Year and earned OVC First Team
also marks the third year in a row honors. Howson also became the
that a Racer has earned the honor first MSU player in the program's
(York 2011-12, Paul Ritzheimer 18 year history to qualify for the
USGA United States Amateur.
2010-11).
During her sophomore year,
"I am honored to receive this
was ranked second in the
Howson
award," said Howson, a native of
scoring with a 75.4
in
leauge
and
"Golf
Ontario.
Newmarket,
my education have both meant a average in 29 rounds. At the end
lot to me at Murray State. To be of the year she earned First Team
•See HOWSON,9A
recognized for both means a great
From MSU Athletics

. THE LADY TIGERS
FIGHT PAST LADY
EAGLES,FACE CCA
IN SEMIFINAL
By NICK DOLAN
Sports Writer
The Lady Tigers were tested by Graves
County Tuesday night but not overmatched
in their regional opener.
Murray High battled through the first
two sets, winning 27-25 and 25-22 before
capping off the sweep of the Lady Eagles.
25- I I .
"They were our first match of the season
and we played them two weeks ago and we
beat them kind of handedly but we knew
that they were a better team than two weeks
ago." Lady Tiger head coach Clare Boggess
said.
"We knew it was going to be somewhat
of a fight for us. We just relaxed and played
and did what we could do. We controlled
what we could control."
The Lady Eagles started quick, opening
up the scoring and stretching their lead to as
much as 17-9.
But Murray High battled back, tying the
set three occasions before taking the 27-25
win.
"To show that we didn't give up despite
them coming back and coming back that
shows,again, where we are mentally versus
where we were at the beginning of the season, the middle of the season and where we
are now," Boggess said.
Round two went much like the first with
both squads countering the other.
The Lady Tigers got out to an early 8-3
edge before Graves called a timeout. They
chipped away at the lead to tie it up at 14
all.
However it wouldn't be enough to overcome the aggressive hitters and solid
defense of the Lady Tigers, who went on to
clinch the second set 25-22.
The third and final set was all Murray
High.
They went up 8-3 before another Lady
•See LADY TIGERS, 9A
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Murray High sophomore Sarah Fitzer puts down a block during the first set of
Tuesday night's 1st Region opener against Graves County. The Lady Tigers
defeated the Lady Eagles in straight sets to move into today's semifinal.

WORLD SERIES GAME 6

BOSTON (AP) — Michael
Wacha had a funny way of
preparing for his World Series
start that's supposed to save the
Louis
season for the St
Cardinals.
The 22-year-old October ace
spent Tuesday afternoon on the
tarmac at the St. Louis airport
when the team plane got grounded by mechanical problems.
It took all day before the
Cardinals finally arrived in
Boston, trailing the Red Sox 3-2
going into Game 6 on Wednesday

night. Their flight tcx)k oft about
9:10 p.m. EDT after a delay that
appeared to last around 6 hours
and landed shortly after I I p.m.
"Everyone is just watching
movies," Wacha said from the
plane, a couple of hours into the
delay. "They've got dinner on
here for us and stuff. Everyone is
just walking around. Nobody is in
a bad mood or anything like that.
The attitude is pretty good."
His teammates were probably
confident, too, considering what
the rookie has done this postseason. He's 4-0 with a 1.00 ERA in
four starts, including a win over
John Lackey and the Red Sox in

Game 2. Lackey will again
oppose the tall right-hander.
"I don't think anything will be
much different," Wacha said. "I
Just try to approach every game
the same. I don't think it's going to
be too much different. We know
the next two games are mustwins. It all starts with me tomorrow night."
Heady stuff for a guy who was
pitching at Texas A&M less than
a year and a half ago, a guy who
began this season in Triple-A.
Then again, look at what he's
done.
He came within an out of a nohitter against Washington in his

Heat get rings,then
hold off Bulls 107-95
Heat coach Erik Spoelstra said.
"But you can't deny the emotions and what a special
MIAMI (AP) — They got moment it was for everybody in
their rings before the game, the organization because we
then a challenge as it was wind- know how difficult that was
ing down.
and how harrowing that was
The Miami Heat responded last season. So it was great to
to both.
actually get the win after that to
Shane Battier went 4 for 4 cap off a very good night for
from 3-point range. including a the Miami Heat."
critical one from the right corLeBron James had 17 points,
ner with 1:33 remaining, and
eight assists and six rebounds
the Heat wasted most of what
for Miami, which got its 2013
was a 25-point lead before
NBA championship rings and
holding off Derrick Rose and
the franchise's third banraised
the Chicago Bulls 107-95 on
pregame ceremony. The
a
in
ner
Tuesday night in the season9-2 early, then
trailed
Heat
teams.
both
opener for
"You never know what to outscored Chicago 52-24 over
expect when you're trying to the remainder of the first half.
Rose finished with 12 points
keep the main thing the main
•See NBA, siA
thing. and that's the game,"
TIM REYNOLDS
AP Basketball Writer

Grounded Cards hope to fly high with Wacha
BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

ments that will help us get the facility
on where we want it to be. That is the
plan and you've got to start somewhere.
We're very excited that Allen Ward has
made this happen."
Ward, who serves MSU as athletic
director, said with the improvements to
MSU facilities in football, basketball,
softball, soccer and tennis, it was time
for baseball to receive the help it has so
long deserved.
"McDonald and his staff do such a
great job taking care of inside the fence,
but outside the fence could use a little
work," Ward said. "We're here to do
that."
Former 'Breds coach and MSU
standout athlete Johnny Reagan, for
whom the field is named,said it did not
matter whether his name was on the
field or not - the idea of upgrading the
facility is what is most important.
Beyond seats, Reagan said he hoped
•See BASEBALL, 9A

final start of the regular season,
only to give up an infield single.
With the Cardinals facing a 2-1
deficit in the best-of-five division
series, he took a no-hit bid into
the eighth inning to win at
Pittsburgh.
He twice outpitched Cy Young
Award favorite Clayton Kershaw
to win MVP honors in the NL
championship series, then beat
Boston with his family in the
seats at Fenway Park.
Quite a run, by any standards.
"1 think it's been one of those
that's been fun for us to watch,"
Mike
manager
Cardinals

•See GAME 6, 9A
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AVM
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415
Van Haverstock

1ST REGION
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
at Ballard Memorial
MONDAY
Ballard Memorial 3. Marshall Co 1
McCracken Co 3, Hickman Co 0
TUESDAY
Community Chnstan Academy 3 Fulton
City 2
Murray High 3, Graves Co 0
TODAY
&warlord
McCracken Co vs Ballard Memorial 6
pm
Community Christian Academy vs
Murray High 7 p m
WORLD SERIES
(Best-of-7; x-it necessary)
All games televised by Fox
Boston 3, St. Louis 2
Today
St LOUIS (Wacha 4-1) at Boston (Lackey
10-13). 807 p m
a-Thursday
St Louis at Boston. 807 pm

•Game 6...
From Page 8A
Matheny said from the idle plane.
"Taking everything into consideration, how this kid was in school.
in college 18 months or so ago.
and watch the maturity, and
watch the progress, too."
"Not just Michael, but a group
of other young players that have
been able to do something very
similar. But Michael's done a nice
job. We just want him to really
not focus on the big picture of
what exactly is going on. What
we want him to do is go out,
make one pitch at a time. There's
time for summations later."
Lackey said he could appreciate what Wacha is going through.
The Red Sox righty was a rookie
with the Angels in 2002 when he
started Game 7 -of the World
Series and beat the San Francisco
Giants.
"Probably similar to the way I
was feeling. I think I was 23 or
whatever that year," Lackey said.
"I don't know what kind of guy he
is. But personally, I was more
excited about it than anything else
as far as nerves." '
The Red Sox are trying to
clinch a World Series title on their
own field for the first time since

State Auto
inswAnce

NBA
Tuesday
Indiana 97, Orlando 87
Miami 107 Chicago 95
LA Lakers 116 LA Clippers 103
Today
Miami at Philadelphia 7 pm
Brooklyn at Cleveland 7 p m
Boston at Toronto 7 p m
Washington at Detroit 730 p m
Milwaukee at New York 730 pm
Orlando at Minnesota, 8 p m
Charlotte at Houston 8 p m
Indiana at New Orleans 8 p m
Atlanta at Dallas 8 30 p m
Memphis at San Antonio, 8 30 p m
Oklahoma City at Utah 9 p m
Portland at Phoenix. 10 p m
Denver at Sacramento 10 p m
LA Lakers at Golden State 10 30 p m
Thursday
New York at Chicago 8 p m
Golden State at LA Clippers 10 30 p m

Eagle timeout and kept up their
pace after the break.
They would take the third set
and region opener win 25-11 to
scoot by the Lady Eagles in
straight sets.
Maddie Waldrop led with 14
kills and no errors.
Sarah Fitzer had four kills.
Rachel Todd added four more
kills, two service aces and 10
digs.
Eryn Fitzer recorded five
kills, three service aces and
seven digs.
While Alexandra Page had
14 assists, Aisha Fields dug the
ball 13 times and Maddie
Cohoon tossed in three kills,
five assists and four digs.

Wednesday, October 30, 2013•9A

•NBA...
Now they muse on to lace
CCA tonight at 7 p.m. in the 1st
Region semifinal.
The Lady Tigers haven't
been able to beat the Lady
Warriors all year.
However CCA showed some
weakness as they were taken to
five sets by Fulton City in the
match before Murray High's.
"It does (give us momentum
winning in three sets,) Boggess
said."You know,CCA is a good
team. We've lost to them three
times this year and they took the
All-A regional from us, so perhaps it's our .turn to return the
favor. But it's going to be a dog
fight because they're a good
team and they have a history
and tradition of doing really
well. So. it's going to be fun.

•Howson...

Women's Amateur.
From Page 8A
Her senior year looks as promAll-OVC honors and placed third
ising already with two medalist
at the OVC Championships.
win and Howson broken the
The success continued for
school record for lowest round
Howson as her junior year protwice this fall with scores of 67
duced just as impressive results. and 66.
1918. Anticipation is high in She had two medalists wins, five
Howson is very involved on
Boston,and prices on the second- top-5 finishes and eight top-10 campus as a member of the busiary market for even a standing- finishes ranked second in scoring ness fraternity Beta Gamma
room ticket were approaching in the OVC with an average of Sigma and the
National
76.1 in 28 rounds. Howson once Collegiate Athlete Honor Society
$1.000.
"I imagine it's going to be again earned top OVC honors and Chi Alpha Sigma. A finance
crazy, but I'm not going to pay placed in fifth at the OVC major, Delaney is an active memany attention to it," Wacha said. Championships.
ber of the Student Athlete
"I'll keep going about my busiHowson also earned a Capital Advisory Council. Upon graduatness the way I have been in all my One Academic All-District honor. ing in the spring. Howson plans
starts this year. And not worry a first for the program,and placed on pursuing an internship in
about the crowd, and just get fourth at the '97th Ontario finance.
locked in with Yadi behind the
plate and just make my pitches."
Star catcher Yadier Molina
still looking to bring a blanket or
helped settle down Wacha in From Page 8A
chairs for games are
camping
Game 2. Wacha matched a season
to see more improvements comthan welcome to. as the
more
high with four walks,but allowed
ing in the next few years —
sides of the field will still have
only three hits in six innings.
lights,turf, indoor practice facilterraced grass seating for • the
David Ortiz did the most damage
ities and a locker room — but occasion.
against him, sending a two-run
understood it could take some
Stephen Crouch, director of
homer over the Green Monster.
before anything came to development for the Arthur J.
time
was
Ortiz
The big-hitting
of
College
Bauernfeind
ready for a rematch with Wacha, fruition.
"The funds are so limited, not Business, said he is spearheadprovided the plane problems got
only for athletics, but for every- ing the project under Ward and
resolved.
"I thought I saw them leaving thing," Reagan said. "It is so confirmed — barring weather
night. That's crazy. nice to see athletics reach out delays — the new seats should be
last
Everything happens for a reason," and do something like this available within three months.
For more information on the
Ortiz said."Me,normally, when I because...to some extent, there's
have a delay on a flight. I don't no revenue to these spring project or to secure naming
Tights, contact Crouch at 809get mad. You don't play around sports."
at
email
ath3123 or ,by
assistant
Dave Winder,
with that stuff. Hopefully they get
.
letic director for MSlitAfans,... scrouch3@wrraystate.edu.
here safe."

•Baseball...

next trip to restore the I6-point
From Page 8A
lead.
in 34 minutes in his first game
But again, the Bulls weren't
since a serious knee injury in
cutting the lead to 95-87
done,
April 2012. Carlos Boozer had
dri%e
by Boozer with 2:47
a
on
31 points and seven rebounds
for Chicago, which got within left. They would get no closer,
eight points in the final min- and James raved about Miami's
balance.
utes.
"It's a team game," James
But Battier's right-corner 3
"That's what this team is
said.
— a staple for the Heat —
snuffed out the comeback, and put together for."
Rose's start was promising
Miami wasn't in trouble again.
"We're not trying to pull early, with two drives for
close. There were a lot of cor- impressive scores. The Bulls
rections that we have to make." led 15-10 when Rose checked
Bulls coach Tom Thibodeau out for the first time with 3:36
said. "It always comes back to left in the opening quarter.
When he returned, the lead
the same thing — our defense
and our rebounding. And if we was gone for good. The Heat i
could have taken better care of outscored the Bulls 13-3 in
the ball early on, we would Rose's first stint on the bench,
have been in position to win turning a five-point lead into a
down the stretch."
five-point deficit, and by then ;
Chris Bosh scored 16 points, ,.he Heat were off and running.
Battier finished with 14 and
Over a 4-minute stretch of
Dwyane Wade and Mario the second quarter, everything
Chalmers each had 13 for changed.
Miami. which had seven playRose's surgically repaired
ers score in double figures. Ray knee might be fine, but in the
Allen and Norris Cole each basketball vernacular, Cole
scored 11 for Miami.
broke the ankles of the 2011
Rose shot 4 for 15 for the NBA MVP — starting a run
Bulls.
that turned what was a tight
"1 think we had a lot to do game into a romp. Cole faked
with it." Allen said.
Rose on the dribble, causSaid Rose: "If anything. I'm ing t
ulls' star to tumble
disappointed in the loss. My over, and the
conperformance. I can easily nected on an 18-foot jum
change that by making shots
that sent the Miami bench leapand keep down the turnovers."
ing from its seats.'
By halftime. Miami was
"There was a lot of emotions
rolling, up 54-33 — putting the
going on," Cole said.
game on pace for a 108-66
That began the 17-0 run. The
final, which would have exactly
missed nine straight,/
Bulls
matched the score of the game
Rose getting blocked by
shots.
in 2006 when Chicago came
Bosh on one,and the Heat went
into Miami and spoiled the
work. Miami shot 7 for 10
to
Heal franchise's first ring night.
the burst, which was
during
Not this time, though the
by
Bulls made it plenty interesting capped by a driving layup
sudand
left,
4:23
with
James
down the stretch.
A layup by Butler with 5:34 denly the Heat led 41-20.
It was a runaway. and
left got the Bulls within 15. and
a grind-it-out win.
became
after he missed the ensuing free
NOTES: Going back to last
throw, the rebound made its
way to Kirk Hinrich — who season's Eastern Conference
made a 3-pointer that cut semifinals, Miami has won five
straight games over the Bulls.
Miami's lead to 91-79.
Hinrich fouled out on the ... James is 31 points shy of
ensuing Miami possession. 25.000 for his career, if includWade scored seconds later, the ing regular-season and playoff
Heat followed that with a stop. games. He would be the 28th
.and James simply overpowered player in NBA history to reach
‘I-tiol Deng in the post on the that milestone.
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Need Line prepares for Christmas Food Box Program
Special to the Ledger
Items to be included in the
This year. Need Line expects food box are turkey, cake mix,
600 families in the community frosting, canned sweet potatoes,
to need assistance in putting a instant potatoes. stuffing mix.
healthy Christmas meal on the macaroni and cheese. chicken
table. Need Line is currently broth, green beans, corn, green
seeking sponsors and pledges peas, candy canes, canned fruit.
for the Christmas Food Boxes. .cranberry sauce, Jell-O, rolls

and eggs
To make a tax-deductible
donation or for more information about the Need Line pro-

WWW

grams, call 753-6333 or stop by
the office at 638 S. 4th St.,
Murray.

Land Between the Lakes to close
wildlife refuges during winter months

Photo provided
I '!;-trin students performing in the KMTA State Conference Honor Recital are, back from left,
idruviti Fdrtlif1Ster, Jared Heldenbrand, Michael Okuda, Graham Gibson, Alex Thome,
Hannah Cobson front from left. Benjamin Siress, Emma Nelson and Liam Hereford.

Local piano students to perform
in KMTA Honor Recital
Special to the Ledger

and Festival held last November
Sc% mil
at MSU. Students performed
piano students
ill he performing in the one or two compositions from
Lein uct.,
\1 usic Teachers memory and were judged on
ssociat ton State Conference's accuracy of notes. rhythm. tech. 14,nor Recital Saturday. Nos. 2. nique. touch, memorization and
\luira% -Stale UniVerSIty •S expression.
! AIR- II Recital Hall. Junior and
Murray students and • their
Ani n students Will perform at I teachers are Hannah Edminster
, and elementary students and Benjamin Siress. students of
.,ill ,cilium at 4 p.m. The event Janet Finch; Michael Okuda.
student of Matthew Gianforte,
:• WWII In the public.
1 he hong ired students were Liam Hereford. student of
Ice fed by italges \lal issa Deborah Hereford; Alex Thome.
i leath and Nancy Ry an of student of Meeyoun Park: and
Paducah ti their exceptional Hannah and Graham Gibson.
1,ertermances in the K NI-FA- students of Margaret Wilkins.
\thrra%
lusic
'leachers Paducah students at the time of
\i it hut Student Wi wkshop selection are Emma Nelson,stu-

Special to the Ledger
On Nov. I, 2013. Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation Area will
close nine wildlife refuges to
human entry and all activities
including hunting, fishing and
boating. These areas will remain
closed through March 15.2014.
The refuge closures provide
undisturbed resting and feeding
areas for waterfowl, shorebirds
and eagles. To serve this purpose, human activity must be
minimized while migratory
birds are present. LBL staff asks

for public cooperation with
refuge regulations designed to
provide needed sanctuary. •
The wildlife refuges include
portions of Duncan Bay. Smith
Bay and Rushing Bay on
Kentucky Lake; Fulton and
Honker Bays on Lake Barkley;
and Long Creek Refuge at the
back of Elbow Bay. These areas
are marked with buoys or signs.
Hematite Lake and Honker
Lake. two inland bodies of
water, also carry the Nov. 1 to
March 15 closure dates for fishing and boating. The hiking
trails around these two lakes

Do you need help
enrolling in your health
insurance plan
through kynect?

dent of Amy Allen: and Jared
Heldenbrand, student of nowretired Jeanette Reichel.
The Workshop phase for
Grades I -Beginner 7th included
a theory game room and a Scale
Olympic challenge-to earn gold,
silver or bronze ribbons. All performers
received
special
medals, comment sheets and
certificates.
Anyone interested in the 2013
Workshop for Grades 1-7 and
the Festival for 'Grades 7-12. to
be held Nov. 23 at MSU. may
contact Angela Thome at 7678979 or Margaret Wilkins at
753-1866.

You are

Bumphus receives CoE Alumni
Association service award
Special to the Ledger
Mutrru State I no ersity 's college of education(CoE)selected
Dr Waller Bumphus as the
recipient of the 2013 CoE
Alumni •
Association
Outstanding Service Arixard.
Bumphus. a 1992 Murray State
•niserity
Distinguished
Alumnus Award, recipient.
recen ed his award at the 27th
('OF
Annual
Alumni
Association
Homecoming
Breakfast that was held
Saturday. Oct. 19. during the
Murray
State
University
Homecoming weekend.
Bumphus currently serves as
president and CEO of the
American
Association
of
Community Colleges (AACC).
headquartered in the National
Center for Higher Education in
Washington. D.C. AACC is the
primary ads ocacy organization
for community colleges and represents more than LIM twosear. associates degree-granting
institutions and more than 13
tnill ion students.
Before assunung the AACC

Bumphus
presidency, Bumphus was a professor in the Community
College Leadership Program
and chair of the department of
educational administration at the
University of Texas at Austin.
Prior to his move to Austin,
Bumphus served as president of
the Louisiana Community and
Technical College System and
chancellor of Baton Rouge

remain opeir for hiking and
wildlife viewing during the
refuge period. The western onethird of Energy Lake is closed as
a refuge from Nov. I to March
IS. All of Energy Lake and
Bards Lake are closed to hunting; however, the eastern twothirds of Energy Lake and all of
Bards Lake remain open to fishing. Hunters should be aware
that no hunting is permitted
within 150 yards of any LBL
facility, and waterfowl hunting
is not permitted within 200
yards of a refuge boundary.

guaranteed
coverage.
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At Independence Bank, we believe our strong customer relationships start with our employees.
And that's why we hire people like Matt Garrison. Matt joins us as I Loan Officer
in Murray. Born and raised in Calloway County. he graduated from Murray State University
and has over 20 'CAT'S of banking experience. Married with two children, he enjoys
spending time with his family at the lake and being a part ofthe Murray community.
Matt is proud to be a pan of the banking revolution at Indipendence Bank.
We can't wait for you to become a part out,too.
1304 Chestnut Street, Suite E•270-759-1776
Monday-Friday,8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.; Closed Saturday

111111 V

Mott Garrison

familwwwW6.40WM
"

Bi

Pad
to h

Community • College. He has
also been president of the
Higher Education Division of
Voyager Expanded Learning
and president of Brookhaven
College. His early career included positions in higher education,
primarily in community college
systems.
Bumphus is a 1971 graduate
of MSU with a bachelor of science degree in speech communication and a master of education
degree in guidance counseling
(1974).
Most recently. Bumphus was
named the 2013 Diverse
Champion Award winner by
Diverse Issues in Higher
Education magazine. In 2009.
he received the National
Leadership Award from the
American
Association
of
Community Colleges.
Bumphus is also an educational, consultant. He has consulted
with more than 85 community
colleges
and
universities
throughout the United States,
Canada and Puerto Rico.

9eneralions

1 or ncark three generations.
()man's Clinic has
protected the health and
wellness of the women of
western Kentucky and
nt)rthw est Tennessee.
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Photo by Kyser Lough I Murray-Calloway County Hospital

THE COLOR THAT MATTERS: Staff at Murray-Calloway County Hospital wore pink on
Friday, Oct. 18 to show their support and create awareness for the early detection of breast
cancer and in recognition of National Mammography Day and Breast Cancer Awareness
Month.

Photo provided
Each October, the members of the The Murray-Calloway County Hospital/American
Cancer Society Breast Cancer Support Group meet for a celebration dinner at The Oaks
Country Club. Attending this year's event were, front from left, Audrey Kiser, Willie Belle
Farless, Dorothy Hargrove and Linda Matlock. Back from left are Martha Hale, Nancy
Farmer Dycus, Kitty Steele, Raylene Gage!, Cheryl Agnew, Karen Olson, Pat Holland
Bowman and Evelyn Wallis

t stHealt Paducah.com/pinkgto.ie

Breast cancer support group
celebrates with dinner at Oaks
By ANGIE HUTCHING
Special to The Ledger
October is National Breast Cancer Awareness
Month.
The
Murray
Calloway
County
Hospital American Cancer Society Breast
Cancer Support Group meets at 6:30 p ill on the
fourth Tuesday of every month in the classroom
at the MCCH Center for Health and Wellness.
Every October, though, instead of a regular
meeting, the ladies treat themselves to dinner to
celebrate life and to celebrate being a breast cancer survivor.
This year the group had the pleasure of enjoying a home cooked meal at Oaks Country Club
courtesy of JoAnn. Diane and Jeann — sisters of
the late Wanda Brown, who had ran the pro shop

Y•

U.

4cmllerHWC

IS

OUR

FIGHT

Vote once daily

at Oaks Country Club for many years, was a
local hair dresser and a breast cancer survivor.
Unfortunately Brown died last year. Her other
sister, Betty who is also a cancer survivor,joined
the group in her sister's honor.
Pat Bowman is the longest survivor with 39
years behind her. Dorothy Hargrove has been a
survivor tor 24 years and Karen Olson for 23
years. Some of the ladies have had to battle
breast cancer on more than one occasion and
some have even had two different types of cancers. However,each lady is a survivor and has an
amazing story to share.
I am honored to be the nurse liaison for this
group and extremely blessed to call each of them
my friend.

for Baptist Health Paducah
at PinkGloveDance.com
Oct. 25-Nov. 8.
Prizes up to $25,000 for

breast
cancer charities will be awarded
to the winners, so your votes
Can help cancer services
in our area.

a--

Paris-Henry Healthcare Foundation prepares
to host annual-Roberts Cancer Survivor Dinner
Special to The Ledger
Cancer patients have to go
through so much from diagnosis
to treatment, the Paris and
Henry County
Healthcare
Foundation is happy to. offer
something to help put a smile on
their face. The time has come
once again for the Annual Ed
Roberts Caring Hearts Fund
Cancer Survivor Dinner.
This event was started by the
late Ed Roberts in the basement
of the HCMC Cancer Center in
1989 with only a few dollars and
20 guests. The event was then
taken over by his wife Barbara
after his passing, until it merged
two years ago with the Caring
Hearts Fund of Paris and Henry
County Healthcare Foundation.
Having now grown to over 300
guests, the event has been hosted at . numerous locations

Lourdes luncheon honors about 80 survivors
Special to The Ledger
Lourdes honored more than 80
breast cancer survivors at a special luncheon last week in the
Marshall Nemer Pavilion's
Borders Community Room.
General surgeon, Dr. Daniel
Howard and breast cancer survivor, Dr. Lisa Chaney Lasher
were guest speakers and
answered questions from the
survivors. Lunch was provided
by Texas Roadhouse.
At the conclusion of the luncheon, the survivors went outside
for a special prayer and pink balloon liftoff.

pie,,I ,r
Vklit,Sil

BREAST CANCER FOUNDATION
,

Remember to
get your mammogram
because early detection of
breast cancer saves lives!

throughout Henry County.
held at,Fairview Baptist Church
"I would love to encourage (across from Lowe's) in Paris,
everyone to continue to help Tenn., on December 5 at 6 p.m.
With his event," said Casey Entertainment that evening will
Brown, Caring Hearts Fund be provided by the HCHS
Liaison. "No one knows more Madrigals and the Jimmy Tubbs
than Barbara Roberts and me Band. If you are interested in
tow much this meal means to attending the meal or making a
every survivor. For some, it is donation, contact Brown at the
the only time they get to dress Cancer Care Center at (731)
up and go out to eat. For others, 644-3522.
it may be the only gift they
The Caring Hearts Fund of the
receive for Christmas."
Paris and Henry County
The Caring Hearts Fund con- Healthcare Foundation is a local
tinues to need your support to fund that provides financial
help make this meal a special assistance for co-pays,insurance
evening for cancer survivors. premiums, medications and
With over 350 guests expected transportation to those cancer
at this year's dinner, the only patients whom are undergoing
way they are going to be able to cancer treatment at the local
offer a great meal and nice gifts Cancer Care Center Henry
outpatient
are through donations from indi- County
and
Chemotherapy Department at
viduals and businesses.
This year the event will be Henry County Medical Center.

During the month of October,
anyone who schedules and
receives a mammogram at
Lourdes Women's Center or
Paducah Diagnostic Center will
be given a 24 ounce insulated
tumbler, a gift for a free
Clinique makeover at Dillard's,
and a Clinique surprise.
There is still time to schedule
a mammogram during the
month.
To schedule a mammogram at
the Lourdes Women's Center,
located in the Marshall Nemer
Pavilion, call (270) 444-2121
Hours are Monday through
Friday from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. with extended hours available until 6:30 p.m. To schedule
a mammogram at The Paducah
Diagnostic Center, located in
Lourdes Medical Pavilion, call
(270) 441-4100. The Paducah
Diagnostic Center will be open
from 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.

BAPTIST HEALTH

THE HOSPITAL OUR REGION PREFERS 2 TO 1

NATIONAL

BREAST CANCER FOUNDATION

CETBALL TICKETS
TOYOTA OF MURRAY
Is providing a FREE
UK Basketball Package
for the first Regular Season
Homegame vs UNC
Asheville on November 8!
Drawing is on November 1st
at 12:00 Noon

41111)

What you Get:
- Two Lower-Level UK
Basketball Tickets
- One Night FREE stay at
the HYATT Lexington
- $250 gift card for
Travel expenses

You may register at Tbyota of Murray.
A donation of can goods for Needline
will be accepted but not necessary to
enter the drawing. No Teat Drive Required.
Our way of saying Thanks.

1301 South 12th St
270-753-4981
vAwd,Toyoto0fMurr1y
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010

010
Legal
Notice

150
Article.
For Sale
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Ncace

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments will
. meet in special session and hold a public heartng
on Wed. November 6.2013 at 430 p.m. in the
council chambers of City Hall, located at 104 N
5th St., to review the following; Conditional Use
Permit request to locate a wine sales and tasting
facility in a 13-4 zoning district at 117 South 12th
Street' Roger Ciarrocchhi. All interested persons
are invited to attend If further information is
needed, please contact the Murray Planning
Department at 270-762-0330

020
Notice

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
Goats & Goat Meat
Murray (731)225-0421

Lynn Grove

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

Self Storage
060
Help Wanted

270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Key

1
\

Pump
Wright Farms
2241 Jones
Sparkman Rd
270-753-6835
,v0-227-2289
,7

Lily Pad
Learning Center
has openings for
children 6wks-12yrs
Located lit
701 S. 4th St.
in the old
Wee Care building
Please stop by or call
761-5459
for more info
Assistant needed for
small law office in
Murray. Email resume

/1

Would the woman who
purchased the computer on September 28th
at my yard sale please
call seller 761-6275

Papa Smurf
Storage

resumes.vlo@gmail co

World
CARPET
Furniture Gallery is
seeking a full-time furniture sales person.
Apply in person 13395
Hwy 641 N. Puryear
TN. 731-498-8161

1st Month Free!
*New Climate Contr,Ji
Available
.24.7 Surveillance
*Pest Control
Hwy 4-1 E
270-978-1-Iiiii iir
270-485-6122

Pnce Less IGA is now
hiring for full-time meat
cutter and produce
Excellent
manager.
Application
benefits
available at 2602 Main
Street Benton. KY
EOE

Gather

LF]lirER &TIMES
6'no.

Local Mail
ill...,
-$30.00
3 too.
&55.00
6 mo.
$105.00
1 yr.
All Other Mail
Subscriptions

Rest or KY/TN
Purycar & Bwhenew

3mo.
3
6 mo..----$00.011 6 EDO. .....
---6120.00

1 yr
Check

375.00

1 yr.

Money Order

Visa

SVC

Name,_.
St Address
City
Zip

State
Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

Apply in person at
Parker Ford Body Shop
LBL -

Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area has year
round, part-time openings for
Information Desk and Gift Shop Clerks,
3 to 4 days a week, 8:45-500, every other
weekend and holiday. Must be highly selfmotivated, flexible, and have outstanding
hospitality and communication skills. Info
Desk requires basic computer skills, Gift
Shop requires sales and cash register
experience. $7.25/hour. Great for Retiree.
Call 800-455-5897 or apply in person at
Golden Pond Visitor Center
10-4pm Monday-Thursday.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murrayledger cont.
you will he redirected
to Johnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this wehsite
However, as a national
wehsite. not all listings
on the Johnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
Pay,
Drivers:
Top
Many
Benefits.
Bonuses. CDL-A with 1
yr Tractor TrIr exp.
Hax/Tank End. Martin
Transport
1-800-397-2423
manufacturing
Food
company located in
Paris, TN seeking fulltime Food Safety &
Technician.
Quality
Responsibilities:
Quality Control, formulation, lab testing.
Requirements:
degree:
Bachelor
strong math. organizaand
tional,
Office
computer/MS
skills with a focus on
Excel.
MS
Knowledge/experience
in QC, laboratory work,
or occupational safety
a plus Applicable experience will be considered for formal education. Email resume with
at least 3 references to
fsqtechnician gmail,c
om. Equal Opportunity
Employer/M/F/D/V. TN
Drug Free Workplace
Employer.

LOOKING for a Career
Opportunity'? Learn to
be a Captionistl

Night-time
Management position
available Pay & benefits based on experience Apply in person
at Sonic Dnve In, 217
S. 12th St., Murray
Now Hiring Day-time
Cooks. Appluy in per
son at Sonic Drive In,
217 So 12th, Murray
SALARIED
computer/network
helpdesk technician in
Calvert City.
Experience required
Details
www smartpath cornicaree
070
Positico Wanted

Experienced, honest,
dependable caregiver
Will do light housecooking,
keeping,
medrcine
errands,
$11/hr (270)293-9064

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633

Autos Wanted
Highest $$$ paid for
cars, trucks, farm
equipment, farm tracor
Junk
tors
repairable. Free towHazel,KY
ing,
( 2 7 0)4 9 2 - 8 6 8 8
IMMEDIATE opening! Tennessee
Office Manager Pa (731)247-3064
Required job skills
CASH paid for
include 2 years experigood, used guns.
ence with QuickBooks,
Benson Sporting
customer service, filGoods. 519S. 12th,
ing. answering phones,
Murray
invoices,
generate
credit card payment, GOOD used air condicustomer follow up. tioner, used carpeting,
resume stove,
Send
ref ngerator,
to: inforapecoprod- electric & gas heater,
ucts corn or send to
storm windows 753Peco Products LLC, 4109
3812 US Hwy 641 N.,
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
Murray KY 42071
and junk battenes
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
Franchise Sales Rep
Needed.
FT. Salary+Comm.
M-F 8am-5pm.
Duties email/call
national franchises
earn new business
Resume to
info*pec,oproducts corn
attn - Dan

CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
Sells
coins/paper money
At Trends-N-Treasures
Murray,Kentucky.
Wedesperately need to
buy your coins, paying
top $$$$$$.
Dr. Fuhrman
270-753-4161
Straw $350/ bale.
(270)753-4582,
227-7352
155
Appliances

Pl. employment, daytime. Training provided
prior to employment.
Successful candidate
must be able to type 70
wpm, be detail oriented, dependable and
takes pride in their
work. At least 2 years
of college required
Excellent pay commensurate with experience
and qualifications. Call
859-583-0967 for an
application or more
information.

FULL-TIME teller position available at local
institution.
financial
Pay based on expenence Send resume
with references to PO
Box 52, Murray, KY

Subscribe to the

Home Delivery

Taking applications for
experienced body men.

••30 gal elec water
heater $30, — propane
furnace used 2 yrs, like
new $500, —500 gal
propane tank 20% tilled
$600, kitchen counter
with oak base, sink &
faucet $160, 10 HTV
antennae with 25 ft
tower $150, wood
stove, double door,
steel $150.
(270) 703-0977

150
Articles
For Sala
Goats & Goat Meat
Murray (731)225-0421
Alfalfa Square bales
Wheat straw bales for
sale
(270) 293-0079

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
005 [South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets Still
in plastic, King $375,
Full $175. (270)2934121
Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plas$195 270-293tic
4121. Can deliver.
270
Mobile Rome For Sale
—OWNER FINANCE3BR, 2BA, nice setting,flat 1 acre, $2,950
down, $495/mo
2220 Wrather Rd ,
Murray area
(615)397-3171
2BR, & lot $1190000
753-6012
99 Fleetwood 28x64
Limited
Stonendge
model. 3BR, 2BA. Must
be moved. 752-0316.
Call for appt.
320
Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom apartments
locations
Various
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR efficiency, partial
utilities paid. $250 +
deposit. References
required. 753-2934
3BR 2BA all utilities,
cable/internet
basic
and appliances included_ New floors and
paint. $1125/month +
11
$1125/deposit.
Welch Dr., Murray.
293-1200 or 293-4090

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $145
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Dulguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
3
Est. 283 .4
.21.F Q016 000orhone5

t

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today
appointment
270-753-2905
Red Oaks & Live Oaks
Apartments. Murray 1
& 28R available 6 rrio
leases. $100/deP 9Pecial. 753-8668 (a.m) or
753-8221 (p.m.)

mule
1 horse, 1
Harness for both 6
miniature donkeys 4
females/2 males 1
wagon 293-0693,
293-1074
410
Public Sale

1 BR cabin in New
includes
Concord,
cable & all u tilities No
pets
inside
$475/month + $475
deposit. 270-873-9013
2BR 1 BA appliances
furnished. 703-6034
3/2 Bhck Ranch, unfurnished, city schools,
quiet neighborhood on
Melrose Drive, central
A/C & heat. 2-car
garage,
attached
stove. fridge, dishwasher, W/D hookup,
big
carpels,
new
fenced back yard, yearly lease-$900 rent, Tel
270-978-2589.
Nice 3BR 2.5 BA,
newer ranch home on
KY Lake Open floor
plan $1100/mo & 1
year lease.
(270) 436-5321.
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p m M-F
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
430
Real Estate
Murray

40' x 88' metal building
406
at
ocated
Circle,
Subnbury
Murray KY 3 - 10x10
overhead doors, gas
heat Can be used for 2
shops Front
back
$400/month.
$300/month
(270)436-2935.
FOR Rent 4 Car Shop
with a 14 or 16 ft overhead door, bathroom,
overhead heavy duty
hoist, great parking,
easy access, great visibility. $700.00 month
Call 270-753-2905 for
more information.
Commercial / Retail
spaces at
competitive rates
Conveniently located
at 400 & 404 N 4th St.
Plenty of customer
paved parking.
Spaces ranging from
750-1500 IRO.
Can be modified to
meet Individual
business needs.
(270)753-0201
_

Obedience
DOG
igiendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

Mr Fix it
Your Han
270-227-4

GM
MO
INSID
Robe

Large home & 90
acres. Includes 3 acre
lake, good hunting/fishshop,
30x80
ing,
&
shop
26xx38
attached 38x24 shed.
48 acre tillable, 45 acre
House has
timber
indoor gym, theatre,
rec room All or part
559-2032
New brick home. 1500
sq ft 3BR 2 BA, open
floor plan Scrapped
hardwood floors, granite countertops. HOA
maintained yard
(270) 254-6121

FRAMES TREE
SERVICE 8
DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 How
Emergency Service
-Locally owned
•Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trirnming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding

ledger & hors's I sir

Housing Ad Notice

rd herein
All real estate adverti,
is sublet/ to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to athertne any preference. limitation or discrimina
tion based Oil faCt.. .i.lor.nh
wk. handwar familial status or national origin, or mien
tion to :flake ant sorb ['refer
cnmina
.-nces. limitation,or di,
non
tortmd diwriminatkin
in the sale. rental 14 ad% crtivng
of real estate bawd on lactors in
addition to thew priaected
under tederal lass

c4ale

480

•Firewood

Auto Parts

•Insured

USED TIRES
14, 15, 16 inch
Starting at $20
mounted

Call 753-5606
490

,(270)489-2839
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & sp,
!wail wi mei!
•locall

Used Cars

759.115 I • 293-2783
293-2784
•

2011 Chevy Equinox
Steel
Moca
LT1
Metallic 22/32 miles
per gallon. 18.200
miles. $18.500 OBO.
753-2314 or 293-7521.

Hernandez Tires Auto
detailing, car wash and
e
r
0
facebook.com/express
auto spa ky.
270-7671130

Civic.
$311<

Hill Appliance

V%,', will

cept an,
knots ingli
inr, tor real otatt, which
siterti,
is not in wilatwin ma the law All
person. are hereh% informed
that all dwellings ads ortned art.
.e.ailahk. on an equal orportu
nth' basis
For lurther awstante with Fair
Housing Advertising minimmenti, contact NAA Counwl
Rene l' Slilam,1703INK-11101)

110.4k .1111•01.

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsenterprises net
or call 270-753-4109

2010 Honda
nice.
extra
(270)489-2525

Repair

2003 Chevy Impala,
Good clean car. white,
103k miles $4500,00
489-2406 or 978-0813

Serling
West Isentlick

2002 VW Beetle, red,
turbo-s. sunroof $5200
OBO (270) 293-9217

Sen ice on all
major brands
Liteirs.11 A Insurt41

Jason Hill
(270)226-0193

Lots For Sale
1414 Oakhill Dr 1 o
1 5 lots, perfect for
basement
walkout
759-5469, 978-0876
Corner 5 acre lot off
Roberson Road South.
best otter
(865) 403-2791
arms For Sale

S30
Services Offered

1-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction New construction. home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks 753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
kIllour 'septic \ee(ls
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686
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3 Hunting & Income
Producing Farms
93acres
31acres,
168acres
270-556-3576

Commerical Prop. For Rent

ALL NEW Happy.Jack
(19 Xylecide Oh: AntiFungal shampoo for
dogs & horses prevents ringworm and
bacterial skin infections
steroids!
without
Oracholn Farm
Home Store
(270-759-8150)
WW%44 happyjackinc corn

(270)

Homes For Sale

Mouses For Rent

380

VISA

•Asph,
*Seat
St
40 yrs

Fr

320
Apartments For Rent
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

%1urra,

knew
13.5 acres with house
644 Jones Sparkman
Rd (270) 227-8810
13.5 acres with house
$220,000
644
(270)227-8810
Jones Sparkman Rd
8 acres (sub divided
into 8 lots). In city, gravel drive, city water. All
or part. $48,500.00.
559-2032

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Rlverfleld Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
3BR 1.5 BA, attached
garage, storage on 5
acre lot in quiet neighborhood just 5 minutes
Murray
of
west
$109,500
(270) 436-5927 or
(270) 978-2861
4BR 2BA 2681 sq ft 1 5
acre
96
story
$165,000
1270)293-1817
Divided into 3 units
$34.000 in downtown
area 270-227-8810

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 198()
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured Reliable.
& Dependable
Free Estimates.
Free Stump Removal
Cell 270-293-4489
Home 270-437-3044

J & S Lawn Care
13 years experience
Free estimates
Leaf removal
bagging system.
(270) 705-1862

753-9562
Wwwhillelectric.com

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages, gutters
iunk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pa,int!. Sealcoatinv
Hauling
'lON11. TRAN.is

Greg Mansfield

eSilkoit
C
rot- ...Ai if-Trifsv

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service
12711) 293-848O

Ky Lake
Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured

270-293-4256

Visit
kentucky lake
remodeling.com

270-873-9916

CLEAN CUT
II It t liviii \I
I I \ \II It 111\i.
hi N.illat

270-293-4020

ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service 25
years experience Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

4,
f necil r., ,k.re in.un the

Whirl&ft SOU host a full
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Wid

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

— Fn. 10 tin.
— Fn. 9 tm
—

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists

striping
40 yrs experience

Remodeing & Plumbing
Wit Do Insurance Work

(270)759-0501

Bon 91.m.

— Non 12 p.m
—

Tue. ¶p,in.

— Wed 12 p.m,

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Mr Fix It.

Your Handyman
270-227-4814

— Thur. 12 p.m

,

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

,

klES

1 rnagod
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-T700
David 270-227-1106
NSInles±intNakd
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured Free estimates 436-2562,
227-0267

GARAGE & YARD SALE DIRECTORY

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 • 38

SUDOKU

GARLAND'
RENTAL I,

VISA

1175
Robertson Rd N

Fri & Sat
7a m-?

notes Offered

Glassware, women's

ME'S TREE
RVICE &
IS REMOVAL
24 HOU,

sency Service
ally owned
ed & Insured
.n Frame
1) 227-3140
)474-0323

TRELLS
'F. SERVICE
Trimming
Removal
mp Grinding
Firewood
•Insured
,) 489-2839

'S WASTE
AGEMENT
p.:Atips
11CdiOptlatell

51 •293-2783
93-27114

dez Tires Auto
4. car wash and
e
r
)k.com/express
a ky.
7-1130

Appliance
Repair
Serving
1 Kentucky
sson Hill
9)226-0194
!mice on all
ajor brands
used & Insured

IL SEPTIC
UMPING
:AVATION
TRUCKING
ur Septic Needs

Istallation
& Repair
irt, Gravel,
1hite Rock,
& Mulch
3)293-8686

ME-TOWN
SERVICE
ed. Reliable.
ependable
• Estimates.
tump Removal
70-293-4489
'70-437-3044
Lawn Care
trs experience
e estimates
at removal
ping system.
0) 705-1862

Mansfield

444
1
/
Par,
rage Door
Maintenance
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wrietown Senace
• ,
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Yaw Swe Sterrow
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-If you've got It, we eon store It.
For all your storage convenience
Choose frorn our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage. 1900 N 12th St
Lights, Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
'Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

-lothes various sizes, 64111 "Arlefirn at 04,0iir
household &
‘
4
(2701 75.1-1916

decorative items.
Vera Bradley,
Longaberger
Much More!

916

MINI
STORAGE
111141
,01111 I I
All Size Units
2417 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

112 WhItnell Ave.

753-3853

6A;1!

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
Indesilial/Commarclalillesaleadal
James C. Gallinters
WWW114C1.13 NET

(270) 759-0890

Special to the Ledger
Dr. Roger Weis, as.isiant dean
of the Murray State University
college of health sciences and
human services. and professor
of youth and nonprofit leadership. has announced that the
First
community.
MSU
Presbyterian Church and Need
• Line collected enough food for
the Backpack Program to fill all
of the backpacks for each weekend in the month of October for
approximately 250 needy children. Weis said. "Additionally,
we had enough food left over
for at least one weekend in
November for the group responsible for that month. Way to go
and thank you to all of the individuals and departments that
pulied together to make this a
huge success."
There are over 250 children
who qualify for the school lunch
program and the Backpack
Program, Meaning that they can
take home healthy snacks for an
entire weekend. Weis noted that
without this program, many
Photo provided
children in the community are
forced to eat very little in the The sisters of Alpha Kappa Psi are pictured with many of the food items Murray State
form of nutritious food or some- University students, staff and faculty donated for the Backpack Program. Alpha Kappa Psi
members were instrumental in packing the backpacks for the children.
times no food at all.
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Horoscope

Niv\
ifiure
McCUISTON
ROOFING

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Oct. 31, 2013:
This year you seem to be more low-key than you have been in many
years. You will become much more of an observer in the next 12
months, and you'll gain more fascinating information about others
and yourself as a result. Some of you will become involved in healing work of some kind, while others might enjoy some extra solitude. If you are single. you could meet someone who could be emotionally unavailable. Back out, before you become more attached. If
you are attached, the two of you benefit from taking getaways
together -- just the two of you. You fan the flames of love. LIBRA
reads you cold.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so: 1-Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Defer to others. They will do an even better job because of
this expression of confidence. Guide an important matter that surrounds a superior. You know what you are doing, and it is obvious to
others Tonight A must appearance, though you are likely to enjoy
yourself
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You prefer to be rather docile, unless a situation develops
that you feel demands a different response. Your creativity comes
forward in dealing with a long-term plan Detach from a critical issue
that could trigger you Tonight Go home and put out the candy. You
know the rest
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
***** Your imagination adds that extra zest to your work and to
whatever you touch You could be irritated beyond your normal limits_ How you express those feelings could create more pain than is
necessary Walk in someone else's shoes. Tonight: Time for
Halloween fun.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
*** Whether you're putting out some final Halloween decorations
or you're just happy to get extra R and R. it makes no difference; others could be touchy at the last minute If you decide not to participate
in an aspect of Halloween, make it OK. Tonight: Whatever knocks
your socks off
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You don't need to go overboard in order to be noticed. You
will do that naturally -- just be yourself. Pressure or a desire for
change might cause El profound dissatisfaction or a need for change
The unexpected could throw your plans into chaos Tonight
Celebrate in your own way.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept 22)
**** Try a different approach to a heartfelt matter. You will be
more willing than you have been in the past to let go and see where
the chips may fall. You can be controlling at times, and you might be
starting to see the uselessness of that behavior. Tonight: Treat yourself well.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
**** Try to come to an understanding with someone who has
by a personal or
cern for America and those of us been difficult at best. You could feel challenged
domestic matter, though you might not be in the mood to discuss the
in this industry."
issue. Your nerves could be fried. Indulge yourself. Tonight:
He finished by saying. "There Everyone looks to you.

Murray State University hosts MultiState Telecommunications Summit Oct. 9
Special to the Ledger
Multi-State
Net. und
I he
Telecommunications Summit
was

held

at

Murray

State

University Wednesday, Oct. 9.
The summit was an opportunity
for students and faculty to come
together with telecommunications industry representatives to
learn about the regulatory, technological and social issues
effecting policy and regulations
at the state and national levels.
for
Center
The
Telecommunications Systems
Management at MSU partnered

of Columbia, to participate in
Association and the Kentucky the event.
Kentucky PSC chairman and
Public Service Commission
(PSC) to host the event. The Murray State alumnus, David
event kicked off on Tuesday, Armstrong. began the event
Oct. 8, with a reception held at with a welcome address along
the historic Pogue Library. All with Dr. Tim Miller, MSU intersummit attendees were invited im president. The summit
to the reception to network with included discussions and panels
industry leaders from across the focusing on the revolutionary
multi-state region. Conference changes in telecommunications,
attendees came from seven specifically technology, comstates. including Tennessee. petitive markets and regulatory
Virginia, issues. The event featured guest
Virginia.
West
Georgia. Indiana, Ohio and speakers from Ball State
WK&T
Kentucky, as well as the District University.
Telecommunications
Computer
Cooperative.
Services Inc., AT&T and more.
Break-out sessions were held to
discuss network resiliency,
social media and future broadband impacts.
When asked about the concerns of cyher security threats as
a regulator, Armstrong said. "I
think it's the number one con-,
with the Kentucky Telecom

..APOPT A. PET,

Visit
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Murray State community helps meet
goal for October Backpack Program
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Answer to previous puzzle

.
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.
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Ih Dave Greta

Concepts SudoeLu

MOVING SALE
INSIDE & OUTSIDE

Sucloku is a nurriber-piecing puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd win
severat grow 1.111MberS The ObteCI IS 10 0608 the nurnbers t to
9 tie arnPIY SWUM SO that each (Cm 11111C0 colurnn and each
3x3 box contorts the same number onty once The dolkulty *vat
the Concepbs Sudoku increases tforn Monday to Sunday

G
O'RILEY: Domestic Short
Hair, orange and white,
male Siamese mix, six
weeks old

LADY:
Yellow Labrador Retnever.
Adult, Female

SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter

at 270 759-4141

1E IE

is a very strong concern for
everyone in this commission to
make sure that we leave a legacy ... that begins to ask utilities
to start preparing for better
infrastructure to ward off these
consistent hackings that we
have in this state."
The summii was sponsored by
the TSM program at Murray
State, Digital Policy Institute,
AT&T. Dinsmore & Shohl LLP,
Kentucky Telecom Association
and Neustar. among others. This
year the event streamed live for
those who were unable to attend
on campus. Videos from the
at
posted
are
event
www.youtube.com/murraystatetsm for each of the panel
sessions and speakers. Each
year the hi-annual event has
been hosted at Murray State
University.

I 1111 4ri;
1

If you sires a NEWCOMER
to Murray/C_:alioway
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT (270) 227-5456
OR 759-9216
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME

We want to bnng you gifts from many of our businesses and
professional people. It's their way of saying, We are glad you
hayed moved to Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!

SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You might not be in sync with those around you. Even if you
wish you were more playful, you can't seem to get past your tension
and stress. A loved one or a child might surprise you, though your
first reaction could be shock. Tonight: If you want to avoid everyone,
do.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Look to your friends, and make a decision about what would
be the best solution for a project. Just because your friends feel OK
with something, it does not mean you have to feel comfortable with
it. Say "no" if you can't go along. Tonight: Get into tricking or treating.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Keep reaching out to someone at a distance. It doesn't
matter what your reasoning might be regarding an issue, you are
ready to move forward with a major change. It might be health-related, or itmight be taking a different approach to your life. Tonight:
Look at the big picture.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You will have your mind on other matters -- not on ghosts
and goblins. Still, you will go through all the motions, and to many
people, you will seem present in the moment. An exciting matter
could shake up the status quo. Tonight: Get into the spirit of the holiday.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Defer to others, and you might leam a lot about someone
else's thoughts. You will get much more input, and you'll gain each
other's respect It would not be surprising to see both of you get into

a brainstorming session in the near future. Tonight. Try to make time
for a talk.
BORN TODAY
Actor Rob Schneider (1963), film director Peter Jackson (1961). tour-

nalist Dan Rather (1931)
•••
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebiger.com.
(c) 2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
Please support
the United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
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buyatoyota.com
Vol. I.

SAVE BIG ON THE STYLE AND INNOVATION YOU DESERVE!
ZERO PERCENT LIMITED TERM A.
.
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12 TOYOTA MODELS!'

CAMRY CAMRY HYBRID
011) •
0
PRIUS• RAV4* AVALON PRIUS v
PRIUS e • VENZA SIENNA* AVALON HYBRID
TUNDRA HIGHLANDER GAS
(I.
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2013 CAMRY GAS .- — -
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$500 BONUS
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ANY NEW 2014
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Bonus Cash must be used thru Toyota Financial Services only
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2013 CAMRY GAS $ 1,000
2014 TUNDRA CREWMAX $ 1,000
2013 SIENNA $ 1,500
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PLUS, EVERY NEW TOYOTA"
COMES WITH TOYOTACARE
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ToyotaCare
No Cost Maintenance Plan
with roadside assistance.

REBATE PROGRAMS
THAT'S OVER & ABOVE
ALL OTHER INCENTIVES!
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SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALER TODAY!
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.1307 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270.753.4961
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TOYOTA

Let's Go Places
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